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The Legislative Council, which is composed of five Senators,
six Representatives, and the presiding officers of the two houses,
serves as a continuing research agency for the legislature through
the maintenancE of a trained staff. Between sessions, research
activities are concentrated on the study of relatively broad problems formally proposed by legislators, and the,, publication and
distribution of factual reports to aid in their solution.
During the sessions, the emphasis is on supplying legislators,
on individual request, with personal memoranda, providing them with
information needed to handle their own legislative problems. Reports
and memoranda both give pertinent data in the form of facts, figures,
arguments, and alternatives.
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Members
42nd General Assembly
Dear Colleagues:
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The Legislative Council, at its December 3 meeting,
adopted the enclosed committee report on public utility
assessments.
I urge you to study the findings and recommendations
contained in this report as the Legislative Council has
requested the Governor to include this subject on his call
for the 1960 session.
Cordially~

/s/ Charles Conklin
Chairman
CC:cg
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TRANSMITTAL LETTER
November 21, 1959

·-

Charles Conklin, Chairman
Colorado Legislative Council
Denver, Colorado
Dear Mr. Conklin:

,

_;,

Transmitted herewith is the report of the Committee on
Assessment Methods pursuant to S.J.R. 22, which directed the
Legislative Council to continue its study of the assessment of
public utility properties and to report its findings and recommendations to the second regular session of the 42nd General
Assembly.
The Committee was composed of:
Senator David J. Clarke, Chairman
Representative Raymond H. Simpson, Vice Chairman
Representative Ray Black
Senator T. Everett Cook
Senator Fay DeBerard
Representative James M. French
Senator Wilkie Ham
Senator Richard F. Hobbs
Representative Yale B. Huffman, Jr.
Representative Elmer A. Johnson
Representative Guy Poe
Senator Ranger Rogers
The Committee on Assessment Methods wishes to express
its appreciation to the many public utility corporations who
voluntarily submitted data relating to their companies not otherwise available to the Committee, the Colorado Tax Commission,
and others, who by their cooperation and assistance contributed
to the completion of this assignment.
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The committee is extremely grateful to Mr. Broley Travis
and Mr. C. M. Chapman for the fine manner in which they conducted
the necessary research for this report. We feel that the information included herein, along with the local assessment methods
report and the sales ratio reports, provide the most complete
review of property assessment practices and problems in Colorado
that has been made in the history of the state.
Sincerely,
/s/
DJC:cg

iv

David J. Clarke
Chairman
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FOREWORD
~

The 41st General Assembly, by H.J.R. 31 (1957) and S.J.R.
12 (1958) assigned to the Colorado Legislative Council a study of
the methods and procedures used by the Colorado Tax Commission
and the sixty-three county assessors in determining values placed
on property for tax purposes, including public utility properties.
This study was assigned by the Legislative Council to the Committee on Assessment Methods. The public utility assessment aspect
of the study was reassigned to the Council by the 42nd General
Assembly by S.J.R. 22 (1959) and to the committee by the Legislative
Council.
This committee retained the services of Mr. Broley Travis
as a consultant to survey and report on the assessment of public
utilities in Colorado. Mr. Travis has had thirty-four years of
experience in the appraisal of public utility properties. First
he was with the California Public Utilities Commission for nine
years. He has been with the Valuation Division of the California
State Board of Equalization for the pas~ 26 years, the last nine
of which he has been Chief of that division. In the latter capacity he has been responsible for the appraisal for assessment of
all public utility properties in the State of California.
The committee also retained the services of Mr. C. M.
Chapman as a consultant to review the findings and recommendations
of Mr. Travis. Mr. Chapman was for many years a member and
Chairman of the Wisconsin Tax Commission. He gained national
recognition when he served as Chairman of the Committee on Unit
Valuation of the National Association of Tax Administrators
which, from 1949 to 1954, reviewed and analyzed the methods and
procedures used for the central appraisal of public utility
properties, and which published a comprehensive report in 1954.
He is now retired from the Wisconsin Tax Commission and devotes
his time to consultation. His latest major undertaking was a
survey of state assessment of property for the State of California
in 1958.
Mr. Travis undertook the study August 24, 1959, and
reported to this committee October 26, 1959. Mr. Chapman
reviewed the work of Mr. Travis and joined in the report,
endorsing its findings and recommendations. Their report is
included herein and constitutes a part of this report.
A public hearing was held November 12, 1959, at the
State Capitol, at which representatives of many public utility
companies having property in Colorado, the Colorado Tax Commission, and other interested parties testified concerning the
findings and recommendations contained in the consultants'
report.

V

The findings and recommendations of the committee are
contained in this report and are the result of the committee's
deliberations on the consultants' report and the testimony
concerning it.
Lyle C. Kyle
Director
November 21, 1959
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COMMITTEE FINDINGS
Your committee finds that the Colorado Tax Commission
in 1959 assessed the 242 companies which are assessed by it as
public utilities at substantially an average of 37.5% of their
market value.

\
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Your committee finds from the consultant's report that
assessments on public utility operating properties in Colorado
are not equalized with each other or with assessments by county
assessors on other classes of property.
The Tax Commission uses commonly accepted evidences of
value in making unitary appraisals, and its judgments of value,
based on these evidences, is reasonably good for many of the
companies studied by our consultant. However, some of the formulae used by it are subject to criticism.
The Commission uses undepreciated historical cost as
a major evidence of value in the appraisal of most companies,
as a simplified way of estimating reproduction cost less depreciation. Since historical cost less depreciation, rather than
reproduction cost less depreciation, is the rate base in Colorado,
the latter, whether actual or estimated, should not be used as
an evidence of value. In the case of railroad companies, whose
properties have suffered great obsolescence, cost should not be
used at all as an evidence of value.
In the use of capitalized net income as an evidence of
value, the Commission generally capitalizes after income taxes
and depreciation. Unless practices in computing depreciation
and income taxes as expense items can be standardized, or varying
practices adjusted for, and unless income tax paid on non-operating
income can be completely eliminated as an expense, it would be
better to capitalize before depreciation and income tax deductions,
including depreciation and income tax components in the rate of
capitalization.
The Commission capitalizes an average income for the
most recent five years. In the case of growth companies, it
would be better to capitalize only the income of the most
recent year.
In the use of stock and debt as an evidence of value,
the Commission does not include the value of current liabilities.
·since the stock and debt method of appraisal is, in theory, a
means of estimating the market value of assets by determining
the value of the liabilities and capital stock which offset the
liabilities on the balance sheet, the value of most liabilities,
including current liabilities, should be considered.

viii

In some cases where securities are not sold on the open
market, the Commission attempts to estimate a market value to
use as an evidence of value. It would be better to omit this
approach in such instances.
The Commission does not make unitary appraisals on pipe
line companies, air line companies, the Western Union Telegraph
Company, or on numerous small telephone companies.· This is due
partly to the fact that the Commission does not have available
all of the data needed to make such appraisals. It should undertake to obtain the necessary data and make unitary appraisals,
insofar as possible, as with other companies.
The various errors of omission or commission of the Tax
Commission referred to above are partly a result of the fact
that the Commission has no staff assigned to gathering and analyzing data and making investigations upon which the Commission
may base its value judgments. Assistance is needed also in
checking data concerning the value of non-operating property and
property otherwise taxed which must be deducted from unitary
appraisals, and in checking data upon which interstate allocation
of values and intrastate apportionment of assessments are made.
The statutes themselves also confront the Tax Commission
with some difficulties in making good public utility assessments.
Section 137-6-39, C.R.S. 1953, which defines the term
"public utility" is confusing. . It contains too broad a def ini tion in the wording "shall also mean and embrace all other
classes of companies, however owned or operated and having a
continuity of business in two or more counties in the state ••• "
It does not include as public utilities air line companies
which should be assessed as public utilities. It includes, to
be assessed in the regular manner as public utilities, certain
types of companies which might well be assessed in a different
manner, such as sleeping car, railway express and private car
line companies.
The statutes which specify instructions to_ public
utility taxpayers for reporting information to the Tax Commission require reporting of some information which is, at
the present time, obsolete, is of no value in the unit valuation
process, and merely adds to the cost of tax compliance on the part
of the taxpayers. Conversely, much information which is needed
by the Tax Commission is not specifically required by law.
The statutes contain instructions in some detail for
appraisal, allocation of values, and apportionment of assessments, for some types of public utilities, and none at all for
other types.

ix
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The valuation and assessment of the property of sleeping car, railway express, and private car companies, as prescribed
by statute, is impractical, unduly expensive to administer,
excessively costly for processing to the taxpayer, difficult to
co]lect, and productive of relatively little revenue to local
taxing districts.
Statutory provisions regarding interstate allocation of
values and intrastate apportionment of assessments, in the first
place, do not cover all types of utility companies. In the second
place, those provisions contained in the statutes are unrealistic,
do not recognize many changes in the arts in utility service which
have occurred, do not reflect the true distribution of values, and
are not just to all taxpayers and all taxing jurisdictions.
The statutory provision contained in Section 137-6-22,
C.R.S. 1953, that public utility company reports to the Tax Commission are private documents is not in the interest of good
administration. Ready accessability of reports contributes to
better administration.

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
Administrative
Your committee makes the following recommendations to
the Tax Commission for the improvement of its assessment of
public utility operating property.
1. The Commission should employ two staff assistants to
assist it in the assessment of public utility operating property
by making studies, calculations, investigations, and so forth; to
gather facts upon which the Commissioners' appraisal judgments may
be based; to check the non-operating properties and property otherwise taxed which should be excluded from assessment by the Commission;
and to gather data upon which interstate allocation and intrastate
apportionment of assessments may be made.
2. The Commission should employ unitary appraisal procedures for all public utility properties for which the value
evidences are available.
•

3. The Commission should carefully examine the pertinency of each value evidence and in its final judgment give
each evidence the weight to which it is entitled, avoiding too
rigid adherence to mathematical formulae.

4~ The Commission should so revise its policies and
procedures as to secure equalization among public utility companies and equalization between this class of property and other
classes of property, locally assessed.
5. The committee also recommends that the Tax Commission take cognizance of all the recommendations contained in
the committee findings, and make appropriate changes in its
assessment methods.
Legislative
Definition of public utility. Your committee recommends
that Section 137-6-39, C.R.S. 1953, be amended to redefine the
term "public utility" to eliminate therefrom sleeping car, railway express, and private car line companies and "companies engaged
in business in two or more counties," and to add thereto air line
companies.
Instructions to taxpayers. Your committee recommends
that statutes specifying detailed instructions to the several
taxpayers in regard to their reports to the Tax Commission be
repealed and a new statute be enacted authorizing and instructing
the Tax Commission to issue reporting instructions to the taxpayers.
Privacy of documents. Your committee recommends that
Section 137-6-22, C.R.S. 1953, be amended to read as follows:
"All documents supplied to the commission by the public utility
corporation containing information shall be considered private
documents, available only to the tax commission and other governmental agencies."
Assessment of private car companies. Your committee
recommends that the statutes be amended to provide that property
of sleeping car, railway ·express, and private car companies,
except their rolling stock, be assessed by the county assessors
of the counties in which such property is located, that their
rolling stock be assessed by the Tax Commission according to its
value and the time it is in the State, that such rolling stock
be taxed upon the assessments so made at the average mill level
of the state for all purposes for the preceding year, and that
such tax be paid to the State Treasurer and credited by him to
the General Fund.
Tax Commission report£ to committee.
Your committee
recommends that the Tax Commission be required to report to it
after January 1, 1960, every three months its progress in
implementing the recommendations contained in this report.

xi

Appropriation
Your committee recommends to the Joint Budget Committee
its favorable consideration of prompt requests by the Tax Commission for supplemental funds necessary to employ staff
assistance in the assessment of public utility properties as
recommended in this report.

xii

MINORITY RECOMMENDATION
In view of the very positive recommendations of our
consultant concerning the obvious inequities of such provisions
as are presently in the statutes for apportionment of assessments on public utility properties among the political
subdivisions of the state, we would have adopted as a committee
recommendation the following recommendation of our consultant:
that all statutes specifying procedures in intrastate apportionment of assessments on public utility operating property be
repealed, and a new statute be enacted empowering the Tax Commission to use such intrastate apportionment factors as in the
judgment of the Commission will provide substantial justice to
the several political subdivisions of the state and to the
several utility taxpayers.

Isl
Isl
Isl

xiii

David J. Clarke
Yale B. Huffman, Jr.
Elmer A. Johnson

A Survey of
State Assessment of Property

By
Broley E. Travis, Consultant
Reviewed by C. M. Chapman
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
October 15, 1959

....

Honorable Senator David J. Clarke, Chairman
and Members of the Legislative Council
Committee on Assessment Methods
Honorable Gentlemen:
Pursuant to your instructions I herewith present my
report concerning a survey of state assessment of property as
administered by the Colorado Tax Commission.

.-

•

The writer wishes to express appreciation for the
generous assistance extended to him by the members of the Tax
Commission and the staff of the Legislative Council.

,;,

Rt• tfui •;mitted,
~(_.

~

Broley ..i.. Travis
Consultant
BET:cg

.:
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
October 15, 1959

Honorable Senator David J. Clarke, Chairman
and Members of the Legislative Council
Committee on Assessment Methods
Honorable Gentlemen:
The undersigned was employed by the Legislative Council
to review the methods and procedures employed by Mr. Travis in his
report to your honorable body. As you may know, I am thoroughly
conversant with the assessment procedures employed by the Valuation
Division of the California State Board of Equalization of which
~~. Travis is the Chief, inasmuch as I was retained by the California
Legislature to make a survey of public utility assessment and
taxation in that state in the year 1958.

A

I have carefully reviewed the analyses made by Mr. Travis
of the assessment procedures of the Colorado Tax Commission and his
own conclusions as to the value of the operating properties of the
several taxpayer corporations selected for study.

,.

,.

I hereby certify that in my opinion in his report Mr.
Travis has consistently followed the appraisal techniques he has
successfully carried on in his own state for many years.
mendations.

I concur in his appraisal conclusions and in his recomRespectfully submitted,

//L:~

1

c~~.

Consultant

,

cr.c: cg

Ii
◄-

-

3 -

Recommendations
1.

The budget of the Tax Commission should provide for the
employment of at least two and preferably three employees
capable of making studies, calculations, investigations,
etc. to assist the Tax Commission in its assessing duties.

)
f

The Tax Commission has many statutory duties, one of the
most important being the assessment of over 11%.of the
property that makes up the ad ·valorem tax base for the
support of state and local government. The task of
accumulating the statistical information concerning the
several state-assessed taxpayers should be carried on
continuously throughout the year. At the present time the
Commission has no one to carry on this important work for
them. It should be very obvious that if the Commission
had a staff capable of bringing to it a fund of pertinent
facts, their assessments would be the result of a more
informed judgment.
There are two other matters closely related to the assessment task which at the present time.receive little or no
attention of the Commission. These are the checking of the
nonoperating properties of the taxpayer that ~re locally
assessed, and the data upon which the intrastate allocation
of value is made. At the present time the Tax Commission
relies upon statements furnished by the· taxpayer. If such
statements were not accurately compiled it could very well
result in the over or underpayment of taxes. We hasten to
state that we have no evidence or suggestion that any taxpayer
is making incorrect statements. We believe that spot checks
of such statements by a membe:r of the Commission's staff
would work to the advantage of both the taxpayer and the
ta·xing bodies by assuring them that the data upon which
the Commission acts is accura-te.
2.

Redefine the t~rm "public utility" so as to eliminate
therefrom sleeping car companies, railway express
companies, private car companies and "companies engaged
in business in two or more counties."
The above named companies are not now assessed under the
unitary rule. The Tax Commission has correctly concluded
that the operations of these companies do not permit unitary
procedures for the simple reason that t~e unitary evidences
of value are not available. In our opinion the definition•
of a public utility should include only those types of
companies that can be and should be assessed under the
unitary rule.

- 4 -
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3. We recommend that the Colorado laws be amended to provide

for central assessment by the Tax Commission of only the
rolling stock of sleeping car companies, e~press companies
and private car companies and that any real property owned
by such companies be.locally assessed.
If the State wishes to retain the assessment of these
companies on an ad valorem basis, we rec9mmend that the
rolling stock of such companies be t~xed.at an average
state rate and the proceeds be paid into the general fund
of the state. The proceeds of these taxes constitutes a
relatively minor item and in many instances the task of
distributing the assessment to the several counties and
taxing districts within the counties, and the collection
of the tax by the taxing bodies, does not warrant the
administrative expense.

;

The states of Minnesota, Oklahoma, and Wisconsin and probably other states have substituted a gross receipts tax
in lieu of an ad valorem tax on the rolling stock of these
types of companies. We recommend to'the General Assembly
that it give consideration to this changed form of taxation. If the rail carriers are required to withhold a
portion of the mileage payments to these companies and
periodically remit the amount withheld to the state, it
will result in the complete elimination of tax defaults.
The experience of those states that have adopted this plan
is that it results· in larger tax proceeds than under the
ad valorem methods of taxation due to the collection of
many small amounts which under the ad valorem method went
unpaid.

Ii

(''-

"

\

l

4.

Much of the information required in the taxpayers' reports
at the present time is obsolete, is of no value in the
unit valuation process, and merely adds to the cost of tax
compliance on the part of the taxpaye~s. If reporting
requirements are left to the judgment of the Tax Commission,
it will enable the Commission to require the reporting of
the information essential to the performance of its duties.

...

,;'\

.
5.

,:

,

We recommend that the statutes specifying detailed
instructions to the several taxpayers in regard to their
reports to the Tax Commission be repealed and a new
statute be enacted authorizing and instructing the Ta~
Commission to issue reporting instructions to the taxpayers.

We further recommend that all statutes specifying procedures in interstate allocation and intrastate apportionment
be repealed, and that a new statute be enacted empowering
the Tax Commission to use such interstate and intrastate
allocation factors which in the judgment of the Commission
will provide substantial justice to the State, its minor
subdivisions of government, and to the several utility
taxpayers •

.

.- 5 -

;

__

The present practice of directing allocation procedures
by statute prohibits the Commission from adopting modern
m~thods that have been developed in other states. There
have been many changes in the arts in utility service over
the past years, and the several states are constantly
studying this problem looking toward improvements in
techniques. An example of such a change in the art is
the use of micro-wave instead of wire for the transmission
of messages by the communication industry. The Tax
Commission should be given freedom to adopt allocation
procedures which in its judgment will improve its assessment administration.
6.

-~

We recommend that the last sentence in 137-6-22 C.R.S.
1953 be repealed. This sentence requires that all
documents filed by the public utility corporations with
the Tax Commission be considered private documents not
open to inspection.
In our opinion secrecy in government is not·in the interest
of good administration. Our experiences in other states
convince$ us that especially in the field of property
taxation, ready accessabili ty of repo_rts to the general
public contributes to better admini~tration.

7.

The present practice of the Tax Commission is to adhere
rigidly to the results of the several formulae which it
has devised in its administration of as~essment procedures.
While we favor the use of formulae as a means of crystallizing judgment, we are convinced that the administrative
'body should not allow itself to become enslaved by the
arithmetical results of a formula. The nature of the
operations and the properties of the several taxpayer
corporations vary widely. An evidence of value which
applies for one property may be inapplicable to another.
We therefore recommend that the Tax Commission careful1y
examine the pertinency of each value evidence and in its
final judgment ·give.each evidence the weight to which it
is entitled. We recommend that the. Commission's judgment
be not circumscribed by any mathematical formula.

8.

We further recommend to the Tax Commission that it employ
unitary appraisal procedures for all properties for which
the value evidences are available. As we have indicated
above, there are some properties that do not lend themselves
to unitary appraisals. But the Commission assesses many
small telephone companies and the like where earnings are
available, yet the Commission has adopted a fixed practice
of assessing such companies on a percentage of cost. We
believe that such a procedure is likely to penalize some
companies and underassess more profitable companies.

- 6 -
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CHAPTER I
The Directives to the Consultant
The Forty-first General Assembly, by H.J.R. 31 (1957)
directed the Legislative Council to conduct a study of assessment methods and levels of assessment in each of the counties
of Colorado, and the assessment of publi~ utility properties
in this state. The committee appointed by the Legislative
Council did not have sufficient time to study the assessment of
public utility property and report, as directed by H.J.R. 31, to
the General Assembly and Governor no later than December 31, 1957,
and recommended that this phase of the study be reassigned to
the Legislative Council.
1!

By S.J.R. 22 the Forty-second General Assembly in its
First Regular Session reassigned the public utility phase of
the assessment methods study authorized in H.J.R. 31 (1957) to
the Legislative Council, with instructions to the Council to
report its findings and recommendations with respect thereto to
the Second Regular Session of the Forty-second Gen_eral Assembly.
The writer was employed as a cons·ultant to the Legislative
Council Committee on Assessment Methods.

-.

Mr. C. M. Chapman was also employed by the Council to
review the procedures and conclusions of this report. The scope
of study assigned to your consultant was as follows:
1.

Make independent appraisals of the unitary
properties of a. sample of public utilities
assessed by the Colorado Tax Commission.
Such sample to be sufficient in size and
variety to reasonably test the procedures
of the Tax Commission •.

2.

Give an explanation of how the appr~isals
were made in each case, including a· discussion of the merits of reproduction cost
less depreciation as a measure of value in
the appraisal of utilities.

·3.

Compare such appraisals with those made by
the Tax Commission for the same properties,
analyze the differences, if any, between the
two appraisals, with an.explanation of the
differences.

4.

Make an analysis of various methods used
for allocation to Colorado of its portion
of the value of interstate systems, with
a demonstration of the results under the
different methods.

l
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5.

Make a comparison of present.assessments with
computed unit values to derive an assessment
ratio for state assessed properties.

6.

Analyze the problem of intrastate allocation
of the unit value, and make recommendations
in this regard. ·

7.

Make recommendations for admioistrativeand/or
legislative action to obtain improved assessment and equalization.

The Sample Used as a Ch.!t£1
Chapter 137, Article 6 of 1953 C.R.S. defines the formation
and duties of the Tax Commission. The Tax Commission is given the
duty to exercise all powers of original assessment of all public
utility corporations. (137-6-11 1953 C.R.S.). Public utility as
defined in the Colorado statutes has a broader meaning than is
usually giveri to the term. 137-6-39 195~ C.R.S. states:
~The term public utili~y as used in this
article, means and embraces each corporation, company, firm, individual and
association, their lessees, trustees or
receivers elected or appointed by any
authority whatsoever and in this article
teferred to as express company, telephone
company, telegraph company, sleeping car
company, car line company, railroad com~
pany, power company, pipeline company,
water company, street railway company, ga~
company, lighting company and heating company. Said term public utility shall also
mean and embrace all other classes of
companies, however owned or operated and
having a continuity of business in two or
more counties in the state and such term
public utility shall include any plant or
property owned or operated, or both, by any
of such companies or corporations, firms,
individuals or associations."

.

.

•

..l

The first part of the above definition defines a public
Utility as the phrase is commonly used. That is, it is a company or individual that carries on a business that is \.ISUally
monopolistic in nature. It is a business that affects the lives
of all citizens because these citizens must use the firms
products, and because of these attributes, its operations are
regulated by either state or federal regulatory bodies, and in
some cases by both.
l
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The second part of the definition of public utility as
given in the statutes covers all other types of business that
might have a continuity of business in two or more co~nties. A
strict reading of the statute would perhaps lead the reader to
the belief that it would include chain stores such as Montgomery
Ward, Safeway, etc. However it appears that the statute has
been interpreted to mean a continuity of physical plant or
property in two or more counties. The assessed value of this
last type of state assessed property is minor, being approximately $50,000 or about one-one hundredth of one per cent of the
total state assessment for 1959.
The following table I shows the total 1959 state assessment by class of property and the percentage each group is of
the total. The table also shows the number of individual
taxpayers in each group, and lastly the number of each group
with their assessed values that were taken as a representative
sample to adequately check the methods and procedures of the
Tax Commission in its assessment of utility property.
,_

TABLE I

·-"'

1959 Assessed Value

,~

..,

-"
"
~

Ty12e of Com12any
Railroad

No.
13

Telephone

SamQled in Stud~

% Of

Amount

1959 Assessed

%Of

Total

No.

$121,448,370

31.05

3

37

75,80:-,740

19.38

2

Telegraph

1

586,340

.15

1

586,340

.15

Electric

8

120,383,090

30.78

3

113,313,090

28.97

Rural Electric

29

15,845,970

4.05

3

3,653,900

.93

Gas

18

7,372,940

1.89

3

4,916,820

1.26

8

28,076,080

7 .18;

2

23,926,990

6.12.

21

1,464,950

.37

2

647,230

Irrigation

2

38,750

.01

1

13,750

Miscellaneous

5

1,717,900

.44

1

775,790

Air Carriers

·7

10,437,860

2.67

-----

8

6,968,240

1.78

-----

85
242

983,570
$391,129,800

Value

$ 93,394,170.

74,945,550 .

Total
23.88
19.16

;,;

,..
.,.

Gas Pipe Line
Carrier

'

Domestic Water

=-"·

•
.,
.,.
"
);

-.,.
~

Pipe Line
Private Car
Totals

- 9 -

.20

-----

~ 2~ ..

100.00

.17

21

$316,173,630

80.84

CHAPER 2

2-1 Results nf Test ApQraisals
.r

We show below in Table II our independent appraisals of 21
companies. In the table they are compared with the 1959 market
value findings of the Colorado Tax Commission.
Table II
Type and Name
of Taxpayer
Railroad Comganies
Atchison, Topeka
Santa Fe Ry Co.

Tax Commission
Market Value

·-'

Consultant's
Market Value

Ratio C.T.C.
to Cons.

.l

&

$53,961,077

$42,465,000

127. 07

Denver & Rio Grande
Wstrn Rd Co.

132,315,123

123,523,390

107.12

Union Pacific RR Co.
Total

62,774.560
$249,050,760

51,033,398
$217,021,788

123.01
114. 76

Colorado Central Power
Co.
$15,853,791

$13,500,000

117.44

255,013,105

24 9, 100, 000

102.37

31,301.362
$_302, 168, 258

28,260.000
$290,860,000

110.76
103.89

3,087,500

113.17

2,584,600

107.39

3,592.800
9,264,900

96.69
105 .17

Electric Companies

Public Service Co. of
Colo.
Southern Colorado
Power Co.
Total

Rural Electric Companies
Intermountain Rural
Elect; Assoc.

$

Morgan County Rural·
Elect. Assoc.

3,494,187

$

2,775,653

Southeast Colo. Power

Assoc.

Total

:,

$

3,473,893
9,743,733
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$

1

r

Telephone Cnmoapies,
American Tel and
.tel en.
Mtn. States Tel and
Tel Co.
Total

180.4801174
$199.854,852

$17,160,000

112.90

18,2_, 832 1 500
$206,992,500

95,07
96.55

f
.Ielegraph Companies
Western Union Teleg.
Co.

$

1,563,473

$

2,573,000

60.76

$

2,978,954

$

2,856,000

104.31

5,331,867

4,745,000

112.37

Pueblo Gas and Fuel Co.
4 1 800,69~
Total
$ !3,111,514

4.880,000
$12,481,000

· ;-37
1 .05

$36,396,720

$ 40,344,000

90.24

Pacific Northwest Pipe
Line Co.
27,408,587
Total
$63,805,307

27,898,000
$68,232,000

98.25
93.51

Gas Companies
Greeley Gas Co.
Kansas-Nebraska Natural
Gas Co.
,..,.

Gas Pipe

Line Carrier Companies

Colorado Interstate
Gas Co.
•
,.

Domestic Water CompanieA
I

,1,-

j

Brnadmoor Hotel Water
& Power Co.

$

644,080

$

690,000

93.34

South Suburban Water
Co.
Total

$

1,081,~80
1,725,960

$

925,000
1,615,000

116,96
106.87

.
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Irrigation Com2anies
Rocky Mountain Water
Co.

$

36,667

$

25,500

143. 79

Miscellaneous Comeanies
Denver Tramway Corp.
Grand Total

·"
i

2 .t 0 ~~, 112
$843,129, 294

!.

·

!_2,110,000

98.05

$811,175,688

103. 94

The 21 companies in the preceding table are responsible
for 80.8% of the total market value of property assessed by the
Tax Commission in 1959.
In making the test appraisals your consultant used methods
and procedures used byLhim in the unit val~ation of util~ty property for central assess·ment over more than 25 years. The methods
used by him have included the consideration of the indicators of
value discussed in this report to the extent and degree that in
his judgment was considered proper. These methods have been
recommended by the National Association.of Tax Administrators in
its unit valuation report, and have bee~ repeatedly approved by
the United States Supreme Court and by various state supreme
courts.

__(

Table II shows that for the properties included in the test
appraisals, the Tax Commission's market values on the average were
3.94% higher than the appraisals of your consultant. Inasmuch as
the evidence clearly shows that the total assessments for each
company as fixed by the Tax Commission, are 37~ of the indicated
Tax Commission market value, it follows that the total assessment for these companies is 38.98% of your consultants total market
value. The total overall market value estimates of the Tax Com~
mission for the sample appraisal~ are wfll within the zone of
tolerance between competent appraisers.
One of the important questions before your honorable body
is whether the assessed values of utility property are equalized
with the assessed valuations of other classes of property which
are locally assessed. The answer to this· question is not within
the scope of this report, other than we find that the Tax Commission is assessin2 state assessed property, or utility property,
at substantially 37~ of market value. The _report of your staff
indicates that locally assessed property is assessed at approximately 27.9% of market value. These findings indicate that the
answer to the question that has been raised is no, the state
assessed property assessments are not equalized with common
property assessments.
1.

,.!

..
-

See Chapter 3.
'I'
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Our experience indicates that a substantial number of
persons will que~tion this conclusion. The basis of their
questioning the conc.lusion is that a utility system is valued
in a somewhat different way than loc~l property. We would like
to discuss this matter very briefly.2
The basis of property taxation is market value, and unlike
properties can be compared by their market value, not by the means
of deriving market value. Anything subject to ownership can
have a market value assigned to it, be it a home, a factory, a
farm or a painting. But no one would maintain that a home and
a painting should be both valued by the use of reproduction
cost less depreciation evidence. Such a procedure would be very
valuable in appraising a home, but rather worthless in appraising
an old master. A farm cannot be valued by such means, but the
appraiser must take into consideration such things as productivity
and sales.

•

To say that a utility should be valued like a factory is
to say that a utility is economically like a factory. But we do
not believe that anyone believes that a utility with its unique
features -- its monopoly, stable income, regulation, limitations
on.earnings and all other features--: should be valued like a
factory and these unique features ignored. Those who say that
market value of a utility cannot be compared with that of common
property because depreciated replacement cost is not given major
weight, are implying that all common property is appraised by
the use of one set of indexes. This of course is not true. The
local assessor uses the indexes and gives them the weights that
in his judgment are correct for finding the value of the particular property being appraised. He recognizes that if he uses
the correct indexes for each type of property he will come to
figures that can be compared -- he will find market value •
If the correct indexes for valuing utilities are used,
market value of the utility will be found and that value can be
directly compared to the market value of any other property,
whether it be a home, factory, farm, or office building.

j--\

2.

•

Much of the data for the following discussion was taken from
the "Final Report of the Joint Interim Committee on Assessment Practices to the California Legislature," May, 1959 •
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2-2 Analysis of Railrgad Valuations
The following tabulation shows for the railroads in the
test appraisals the evidences of value as computed by both the
Tax Commission and the consultant, and the final unitary value
arrived at by each. The interstate allocation factor that is
shown is the one computed by the Tax Commission and is based
upon their interpretation of the statutory requirements. At
another point in this report we will discuss separately the
interstate allocation problem.
Atchison ToQeka and Santa Fe:
Cost

Tax Commission

Consultan:t_

$1,882,372,943

Not Computed

Stock and debt

598,279,896

$

545,715,481

Capitalized income

1,140,895,963

1,083,866,823

Appraised system value

1,207,182,934

950,000,000

4.47%

4.47%

53,961,077

42,465,000

Interstate allocation factor
Colorado value
Denver and Rio Grande:
Cost

$

231,426,272

Not Computed

Stock and debt

157,654,851

178,310,233

Capitalized income

241,090,917

202,034,648

Appraised system value

210,057,347

196,100,000

62.99%

62.99%

132,315,123

123,523,390

Interstate allocation factor
Colorado value
Union Pacific:
Cost

$1,473,918,470

Not Computed

Stock and debt

593,022,755

655,272,499

Capitalized income

830,791,964

828,579,495

965,911,063

785,250,000

6.499%

6.499%

62,774,560

51,033,398

,.

_,

r
)
«'

f

Appraised system value
Interstate allocation factor,
Colorado value

"'

;

~
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The Tax Commission uses undepreciated book cost a& its
estimate of reproduction cost new less depreciation. This is
not an uncommon means of estimating reproduction cost less
depreciation, and is based on the assumption that inct~as~s'
in the level of construction costs will be offset by accrued
depreciation. With a slight annual increase in costs of construction this assumption is close enough to the facts to
permit its use, assuming for the moment that cost of property
has any relation to commercial value. If we thought that
reproduction cost less depreciation was an evidence of value
that should be used in the unit valuation of railroads, we
would suggest that a more accurate estimate of reproduction
cost less depreciation be made by the Commission. We have
discussed this evidence of value to some length in Chapter 3,
and it is our opinion that at least under the present economic
conditions it shou1d not be considered as an evidence of value
in the unit valuation of railroads •

.
Capitalized Income

-~

"

-

I

,-..,'
"
1

,,
i

y:

.

The Tax Commission generally capitalizes the last five
years net railway operating income for railroads. - For one of
the railroads selected for study (Union Pacific), the Tax
Commission capitalized the net railway operating income for the
last five years with the income taxes on non-operating income
added back and with a weighting of 5% for 1954, 10% for 1955, 15%
for 1956, 20% for 1957, and 50% for 1958. The reason given by the
Tax Commission for treating the Union Pacific Railroad differently than the other two railroads was because the Union Pacific
has such a large amount of income from sources other than from
transportation. As explained in Chapter 3 the income taxes on
all income, both operating and non-operating, are charged to the
operating tax account, and thus distorts the recorded net railway operating income. The Tax Commission used a 6% capitalization rate for the Union.Pacific and Denver and Rio Grande
Railroads but used 5½% for the Santa Fe. The lower rate used
on the Santa Fe was an attempt to offset to some extent the
fact that there is some income taxes on non-operating income
charged against net railway operating income and making the
total income to be capitalized smaller than it should be.
We have capitalized the average of the last five years
net railway operating income, after adding back Federal income
taxes and depreciation and retirement charges. A basic capitalization rate of 7% was used with an additional component of
2.095% added for depreciation (being the annuity required to
amortize the value computed in this manner in 25 years at~%
interest) and a component of 3.813% added for Federal income
tax. The total capitalization rate was therefore 12.908%. We
have fully explained the theories behind these methods in

- 1~ -

Chapter 3. We are firmly of the belief that for all types of
property capitalization before depreciation is proper, and is of
particular importance when the value of the property may be
appreciably different than the historical cost of the property.
Capitalization before income taxes is i~portant in appraising
railroad properties, principally due to three reasons. First,
the very wide differences in the debt ratio of railroads; second,
due to the accounting requirements of the Interstate Commerce
Commission in regard to accounting for Federal income taxes
deferred because of rapid amortization and accelerated depreciation, and third, because of the relatively large income tax
liability due to non transportation income, and which is charged
against the operating income on the books of the company.
Stock and Debt
Both the Tax Commission and your consultant have used a
one year average of security prices. Both deduct from the gross
market value of stock and debt the value of otherwise taxed
property. There are two fundamental points of difference
between the two calculations. First, we have added to the total
stock and bond calculation the amount of the current liabilities
(with some adjustments) and secondly, we have deducted from the
gross stock and bond amount the total of government securities
held by the company. It is our belief that although these
government securities are not otherwise taxed, they are exempt
from taxation and should be deducted.

-(

Summary
It is generally conceded that a large amount of economic
obsolescence is present in the property of almost all railroads.
Capitalized income and market value of stock and debt as evidences of value automatically remove such obsolescence. There
is no certain way to remove it from either historical cost or
reproduction cost. The Tax Commission's use of cost in the
appraisal of railroads, without any attempt to adjust for
economic obsolesence, is the principal reason why the Commission
arrives at a higher system market value than your consultant.
We have used the same interstate allocation factor as
was used by the Commission, i.e., total track mileage for the
reason that such a procedure is required by Colorado statutes.
We would point out however that track mileage has a close
correlation to cost of property and consequently the use of
this sole allocation factor again fails to recognize any existing economic obsolesence.3
3.

For~ detailed discussion of interstate allocation see
Chapter 4.
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2-3 Analysis of Telephone utility Valuations
The various evidences of value as computed by the Tax
Commission and the consultant are as follows:
Tax Commission

. Consultant

$1,835,299,892

$1,245,111,354

Stock and debt

1,555,439,194

Not Computed

Capitalized income

1,025,492,565

1,342,824,307

System market value

1,472,077,217

1,303,740,000

Colorado allocation factor

1.3161455%

1.3161455%

Colorado market value

19,374,678

17,160,000

American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Cost

--

Mountain States Telephone and
Telegraph Company
Cost

$

716,402,034

$

620,322,104

Stock and debt

645,857,864

713,700,050

Capitalized income

491,670,714

647,602,874

System market value

617,976,870

650,000,000

29.205%

29.205%

180,480,174

189-,832,500

Colorado allocation factor
Colorado market value

....

-,

.
.
.I

The Tax Commission uses as a value evidence the undepreciated book cost plus material and supplies-and construction work
in progress, and less the book cost of licensed motor vehicles.
Your consultant has used the depreciated cost of the operative
property, plus materials and supplies and construction work in
progress and less the depreciated cost of li:censed vehicles. We
have previously discussed the reasoning behind this difference.
The consultant also allowed as a deduction from the cost evidence
the depreciated cost of improvements made to leased buildings.
Thes·e improvements become part of the building and are assessed
with the building by the county assessor •
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Stock and Debt
The Tax Commission has computed a stock and debt value for
the American Company, whereas the consultant has not done so. The
Tax Commission found the .gross stock and debt value for the
American Company was over 15 billion dollars. After deducting the
estimated value of otherwise taxed property the stock and debt value
allocated to the Lon~ Lines Operation of the Company was, as shown
above, to be about 1~ billion dollars. We feel that when an
evidence of value has to be adjusted from 15 billion to 1~ billion
that the accuracy and value of the answer is very negligible.
The difference between the Tax Commission and consultant's
estimated stock and debt evidence for the Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company is very nearly all due to the inclusion
by the consultant of current liabilities as a debt. The remaining
difference is due to the deduction of the depreciated cost of
improvements to leased buildings -- which are locally assessed -by the consultant.
Cagitalized Income
The difference between the Tax Com.mission and consultant
in this evidence is one that has been previously discussed. The
Tax Commission capitalized the weighted average net revenue for
the last 5 years at 7%. The consultant capitalized the last
year's net revenue plus depreciation charges; with a basic
capitalization rate of 7% for the American Company and 6 3/4%
for the Mountain States Company. The consultant's capitalization rate included a component for amortization of the resultant
capitalized income value. An addition was made for the present
worth of land and for construction work in progress that had not
contributed to the net revenue capitalized.

-I

.,,.'\

Allocation Factor
The consultant, for this comparison has used the same
allocation factor as used by the Tax Commission. The one for
the American Company was derived as follows:
Ratio of wire miles in Colorado= .73318%
weighted 35% =

r

.256613

Ratio of Colorado investment to total= 1.63005%
weighted 65% = 1.0595325
Total
1.3161455
The factor for the Mountain States Company was derived
as follows:
Ratio of Colorado Pole line miles to total

30.29%

Ratio of Colorado Cable wire miles to total
Total

28.12~
29.205%

,·
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The Colorado statutes specify that the value of telephone
companies shall be allocated on a basis of "telephone line"
mileage~ which probably means "pole line" mileage. This is a
meaningless allocation measure. This subject will be further
discussed later in Chapter 4. As is seen above the Tax Commission has attempted to use a more realistic measure of
allocation, but later we will recommend a different measure than
used by the Commission.
Small Teleghone ComQ~nies

-··

In addition to the two large telephone companies included
in the sample, there are 35 small telephone companies assessed
by the Tax Commission. The total 1959 Assessment of these 35
companies is $860,190 or an average assessed value of $24,577
or market value of $65,538. Of the 35 companies, 6 have a
market value in excess of $100,000.
1

Data was not available from wh\ ch a unit value could be
computed for any of these small companies. Your consultant was
advised by the Tax Commission that the 1959 assessment of each
9f these companie•s was 40% of the deA!'eciated cost of the property. As a means of making a rough approximation, such a formula.
might not give answers that are too far from correct. However we
believe that good assessing practic~ by t~e state assessor requires
that he consider the evidences of vilue for each company independently, and arrive at individual unit values for each company
to be used as a basis of assessment.

,,

..
\

'--q;_

,
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2-4 Analysis of TelegraQh Utility Valuation

I

The various value evidences for the Western Union Telegraph Company -- the only telegraph company in the state
are as follows:
I

<!'

"

-

-~

...

Cost
Stock and debt

'I

Tax Commission

Consvltant

$2,389,844

$229,744,082

1,609,157

184,547,610

691,730

227,806,900

Capitalized income

.

,

System market value

Not Computed

Colorado allocation factor
I

Colorado market value

'

219,735,000

1.1767%4

1.171%

1,563,573

2,573,000

J'

4.

This allocation factor was applied only to system market value
of stock and debt to arrive at the above figure of $1,609,157.
The other two evidence~ are state figures.
- 19 -

The Tax Commission and consultant used a different approach
to value for this company. The Tax Commission used Colorado
state cost of plant less depreciation and less motor vehicles.,
The Commission capitalized net income for Colorado {5 year weighted
average) at 7%. The system stock and debt value was allocated
to Colorado by the above indicated allocation factor.
The consultant used the usual method of finding a unit
val~e for the landline properties of the_Western Union and then
allocated to Colorado its portion of that unit value. The cost
used was the depreciated plant cost for the landline system,
plus material and supplies, and less licensed motor vehicles.
The consultant's stock and debt evidence included current
liabilities as a debt and excludes government securities owned
by the company. The total system stock and bond value was ·
allocated to the landline system (to exclude ocean cables) by
the factor 90.84%. This percentage is the average relation
between landline and total system of three factors, vis. (1) 5
year average gross revenue, l2) 5 year average net operating
income, (3) depreciated cost, including construction work in
progress and material and supplies.
The consultant capitalized the 5 year average net operating income before depreciation, adjusted to elimin~te the Federal
income tax applicable to ocean cable revenue. This amount was
capitalized at 12.10% which consists of a basic rate of 7% plus
and amortization rate .of 5.1%.
.

...
'

-

<

(

The system market value was allocated to Colorado at the
indicated percentage. This percent was based on the same factors
as used by the Tax Commission, wire miles, gross revenue, and
net investment. The difference in amount is unexplained.
We do not consider the method used by the Tax Commission
as a reliable one for this type of company. The plant cost
figure is the only accurate figur.e for the state, and it d-oes
not include any construction work in progress or material and
supplies. The stock anp debt evidence is allocated as previously
stated. The net income for the state that is capitalized is
an allocated amount and does not necessarily reflect the business
that is developed in the state. We feel that this method is
very much of a distortion of the unit rule of valuation.

•,l

I',~

·,

.,.

,,.

.i
'
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2-5 Analysis of Electr!c U;tility V~luations
.....

'

...

The Tax Commission in its published data and reports shows
two classes of electric companies - privately owned or investorowned companies and those operating under the Rural Electrification
Administration or R.E.A. companies. This discussion applies to
the first class of company. The evidences of value computed by
the Tax Commission and your consultant are as follows:
Tax Commission

Consultant

Colorado Central Power Co.
Cost

.,.

$16,297,712

$14,080,639

Stock and debt

18,664,910

Not Computed

Capitalized income

12,598,753

13,108,469

System market value

15,853,791

13,500,000

Cost

296,287,828

247,913,838

Stock and debt

279,087,750

301,227,732

Capitalized income

189,663,738

228,875,494

System market value

255,013,105

249,100,000

Cost

34,782,549

30,356,094

Stb.c.k and debt ·

27,830,577

. Not Computed

Capitalized income

21,423,666

26,856,681

System market value

28,012,262

28,260,000

Public Service Co. of Colorado
.-"'

Southern Colorado Power Co.

.. "

'

Cost of Canon City plant

1 ..

3,289,100

l

.,.

Total market value

31,301,362

•
.•
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(included above)
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.
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The difference between the cost figure used by the Tax
Commission and that used by the consultant in each case is due
to the Commission using undepreciated historical cost and the
consultant using depreciated historical cost. The Commission
has used undepreciated historical cost as an approximation of
depreciated reproduction cost. As we point out in Chapter 3 we
do not believe that for a regulated utiltty, in a state using
historical cost as a rate base, reproduction cost has any merit
as an evidence of value. If the state regulatory commission
were to use reproduction cost less depreciation in computing
a rate base for a utility, then it would become a very important
value evidence. In Chapter 3 we explain the reason for considering historical cost less depreciation in the valuation process.
Stock and Debt
It will be noted that the Tax Commission has computed a
stock and debt evidence for each of the three companies, whereas
the consultant has used this value evidence only for one -Public Service Co. of Colorado. This company's securities are
actively bought and sold on the open ma+ket, and prices for each
issue can be readily computed. The securities of the other two
companies are either held by pension f4nds, insurance companies,
etc. and no prices are available, or are occasionally traded
"over the counter," in which case bid and a•k prices are available.
This type of quotiation is not considered as a reliable price to
use in the valuation process as the "bid and ask" prices are
frequently fixed by the primary dealer in thos@ securities. The
Tax Commission estimates prices for the securities based on
earnings for the stock and interest rate for the debt. This
procedure is often used by appraisers to estimate the selling
price of an issue of a company, when it is a small part of the
whole securities outstanding, and the other securities ar~
actively traded. When all the securities are closely held the
stock and debt approach. is usually considered inapplicable.
Mr. George w. Mitchell, vice president of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Chicago, said in 1940:

i

•

r

"If the number of such issue is a considerable fraction of the total inventory of
stock and debt it is obviously impossible
to obtain a stock and bond value with the
advantages generally urged for such an
approach. -Where these non-quoted issues
are not·too important, it frequently is
possible to estimate their market value
from facts relative to earnings and prices
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of comparable securities. The result is
a stock and bond value which is in part
synthetic and subject to disadvantages
that a~ise from a very rough method of
estimation."~

---

In the case of the Public Service Co. of Colorado, the
difference between the Tax Commission and the consultant computations of stock and debt value is due to the inclusion by the
corisultant of current liabilities, excluding dividends declared
as a debt. There are some minor differences in the calculation
due to arithmetic and not due to differences of opinion, and
which in the total are generally offsetting.
Capitalized Income
In computing this evidence of value the Tax Commission
has capitalized the weighted average net operating revenue of
each company for the last five years at 6~. The weighting given
to each year was 5% for 1954, 10% for 1955, 15% for 1956, 20% for
1957 and 50% for 1958. Your consultant capitalized the 1958 net
operating income, correcting for income t_axes charged during the
_year that were applicable to prior years, and with depreciation
charges added back. The capitalization rate used consisted of
two parts, the basic rate and an amount to amortize the computed
value at 5% interest over the remaining life of the property.
The total rates used were as follows:
·

•
..

~

'I

.
"

Colorado Central Power

6.75% basic+ 3.555 depn. = 10.305 total

Public Service Co. of Colo.

6.50% basic +. 3.024 depn. =

9.524 total

Southern Colo. Power Co.

6. 75% basic + 3.024 depn. =

9. 774 total

To the result of this calculation was added the pre~ent
worth of land owned by the company at the end of the anticipated
life, and in the case of the Public Service Co. and Southern
Colorado Co. ari addition was made to reflect the excess construction work in progress as of the tax date that had not had
any earnings reflected in the income account. In each case a
deduction was made to reflect the value of licensed motor vehicles •
. In Chapter 3 we discuss the theory of capi !_tiizing income
.before depreciation expense. The basic capi"taliz
on rates are
based upon an analysis of the cost of money to compcnies of
comparable size and risk.
5.

"The Assessment of• Railroads," Twenty-first and Twenty-second

annual reports of the Illinois Tax Commission
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(1940) p.96.

The Tax Commission assesses to the Souther Colorado Power
Co. the steam generating plant at Canon City that is leased by the
company from the Arkansas Valley Generating and Transmission
l~c. This is done, as noted above, by including this plant in the
total market value at its depreciated cost. Your consultant has
included the depreciated cost of this leased plant in the total
cost for the company. The rent paid by Southern Colorado Power
Co. is deducted from expense and added to the net income that
was capitalized. In this manner.this le~sed plant is handled as
though it were owned.
Summary
The relatively small differences between the system market
values computed by the Tax Commission and your consultant are
due primarily to the fact that the Commission has not given any
recognition to accrued depreciation in the cost figure, and has
used a five year average net income in the capitalized income
figure. As we have stated above these utilities are limited
in their rate bases to a return on depreciated historical cost
and for this reason this cost has pertinency as to market value.
For growth companies we believe the last years net income is a
better indication of future earnings than an averaging of a
period of years.

i

Inasmuch as the Canon City plant is operated as an integral
part of the system and contributes to the system earnings, we do
not believe it should be assessed as a separate item.

r
r
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2-6 Analysis of R.E.A. Electric U~ility Valuations
r

The evidences of value derived by the Tax Commission and
c_onsultant are as follows:
Tax Commission

Consultant

.. $4 , 773 ~ 703

$4,925,527

Capitalized income

2,214,671

1,891,487

Market value

3,494,187

3,087,500

Cost

4,225,808

4,336,794

Capitalized income

1 ,325,/486

1,415,805

Mlrket value

2, 775_,653

2,584,600

Cost

6,264,155

6,335,416

Capitalized income

1,213,843

1,764,380

Market value

3,473,893

3,592,800

Intermountain R.E.A,
Cost

Morgan County R.E.A.
,,

'

,(

Southeast Colo, Power Ass2, 1

~

'-

-

Cost

r:
•
.;c

..,..,,.,

'

'

~

.
In the case of electric R.E.A.'s, both the Tax Commission
and consultant agree as.to the cost element of value with one
relatively minor exception. The Tax Commission and the consultant
both use the depreciated book cost, plus materials and supplies
at book cost, and less the depreciated cost of licensed motor
vehicles. However, the consultant includes in the book cost
construction work•in progress at cost, the Tax Commission includes
this item of property at 50% of cost •

•

.

Capitalized Income

-/

-r
~

...

The Tax Commission capitalized the average net operating
income for the last five years at 7%.
The consultant capitalized the average net operating income
plus depreciation expense for the last five years at a total
capitalization rate of 18.195%. This capitalization rate is made
- 25 -
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up of three parts; a basic rate of 8~0%, an amortization rate of
6.282%, and a Federal income tax rate of 3.913%. Although the
R~E.A. companies ar~ exempt from Federal income tax, a purchaser
of the property - unless it was another tax exempt or public
agency - would have to pay an income tax on its profits. A
purchaser.who was tax exempt would be a special buyer and would
not come within the definition of a willing buyer in the market
value definition. In these calculations we have assumed the
tax.· paying buyer of the property would be able to borrow 20% of
hii purchase price at 5.5% interest. In each case it was estimated that the remaining life of the property now in place would
average 12 years.

-◄

J(
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~8na!ysis of Ggj U;t,!litx ValuatiQQ!

The various value evidence& for the three gas compani~e
included in the sample, as computed by the Tax Commission ehd
by the consultant are as-follows1

TtiS Commission

Consy~j',ani,

Cost

$2,934,693

$3,000,825

Stock and debt

Not Computed

Not Cornputed

Capitalized income

3,023,216

4,667,419

System market value

Not.Computed

4,000,000

Colorado allocation foctor

Not Computed·

Colorado market value

$2,978.954

$2,856,000

$6,635,299

$52,654,610

Stock and debt

6,128,~91

67,249,233

Capitalized income

3,23!,692

71,306,458

System market value

Not Comput~d

6~,000,000

9.987~~6.

1.a~

Greeley Gas Company

71,4-

Kansas Nebraska Natura• Gas Comp@QY
Cost

.

'

Colorado allocation factor
Colorado market value

'

S5,331,867

S 4,7~5,000

$5,390,767

$4,539,802

Pueblo Gas and Fuel Company

·•

Cost

~

!!l\"
.

Stock and debt

4,922,282

Not Computed

Capitalized income

4,089,015

5,106,206

System market value

S4,800,Q93

S 4,880,000

t..

(

)

;,

,I""

.,

.,

6.

t

This allocation factor applied only to system market value
of stock and debt to arrive at the figure of $6,128,591 •
The other two evidences are state figures •

.,,,r

,.
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Two of the above companies are interstate in their operations, the remaining company bei~g entirely intrastate in nature.
T~e Tax Commission has adopted the procedure for the interstate
companies of using·state statistics for cost of plant and
capitalized income, and allocating the stock and debt evidence
'for the one interstate company for which that evidence was
computed. Although we feel that a better way of finding value
and the one we recommend, is to work with system statistics and
allocate a portion of the system unit value to the state (which
procedure we have followed), the distortion caused by the Tax
Commission's method is not as serious with this type of company
as it is with other enterprises, such as railroads, telegraph
companies and pipe lines.

The Commission has followed the same procedure with these
companies as with railroads, electric, telephone companies, etc.
of using undepreciated cost, plus material and supplies and less
otherwise taxed property as the cost evidence. As we have stated
before, we believe that for a regulated µtility the cost evidence
should be depreciated cost, as represen-t;tng the earning base used
by the regulatory commission. The consultant's cost figures are
therefore system' depreciated historical cost, plus material and
supplies, and excluding otherwise taxed property.

.,

i

Stock and Debt
The Tax Commission's stock and debt evidence for the
Kansas-Nebraska Natural Gas Company differs from the consultant's
evidence because of the inclusion of current liabilities as a
debt by the consultant and exclusion of government securities.
This difference has been disiussed previously. The Tax Commission has allocated to Colorado. 9.9875% of the stock and· debt
total. This percentage is the ratio of undepreciated cost of
plant in Colorado (unadjusted) to the total system undepreciated
plant cost. Although it is agreed that property cost is probably
one of the most important allocation factors, we believe that
stock and bond prices are influenced to a great extent by
earnings, and that the relative earnings in Colorado and the
system should be included in the allocation factor.
The Tax Commission's stock and debt evidence for the
Pueblo Gas and Fuel Company is a synthetic figure, as the
securities of this company are not traded on the securities
market. ·As we have discussed before, we do not believe a stock
and debt evidence computed on practically 100% estimated figures
has any relevance in the valuation process. We have not computed
sW<"..h an evidence under the circumstances.
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Capitalized Income
<

The Tax Commission has capitalized the weighted five
year Colorado net operating revenue at 6% for Greeley and Pueblo
Gas and 6~ for Kansas-Nebraska Gas.
Your consultant capitalized the 1958 system net operating
revenue before depreciation at 6~ basic rate, plus a component
to .. amortize the computed value over the ~emaining life of the
pl~nt. Such a resultant capitalized amount was adjusted, as in
all other cases, by adding the present worth of land, and for
excess construction work in progress and materials and supplies,
if any.

-r

Allocation Factor

.

The consultant's allocation factor, to be applied to the
unitary system value is based in each case on the undepreciated
plant cost and gross revenue in Colorado compared to the system
total •

.

IL
.rt,•

.
,,

,.'

.

•
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2-8 Analysis of Gas PiQe Line Carrier Valuations
The Tax Commission and consultant found value evidences
f,or the test companies as follows:
Tax Commission

Consultant

_$164,548,513

$122,822,764

Colorado Interstate Gas Company
Cost
Stock and debt
Capitalized income
System market value
Colorado allocation factor
Colorado market value

146,429,781.

196,039,900

98,409,276

115,964,230

135,258,538

134,000,000

26.909%

30.1%

36,396,720

40,334,000

:i

...

Pacific Northwest Pipeline Corp.
Cost

27,408,597

239,200,539

Stock and debt

Not Computed

Not Computed

Capitalized income

Not Computed

154,711,641

System market value

Not Computed

188,500,000

Colorado allocation factor

Not Computed

1.48%

27,408,587

27,898,000

Colorado market value

The difference b~tween the methods of the Tax Commission
and those of the consultant for the Colorado Interstate Gas
Company is caused in the main by differences in theory discussed
previously. The Tax Commission used undepreciated historical cost,
whereas the consultant used depreciated.historical cost. The
consultant added as debt, in the computation of the stock and
debt evidence, the current liabilities and the Tax Commission did
not. The Tax Commission capitalized the average of the last 5
years net revenue, weighted 5, 10, 15, 20 and 50%, at 6~. The
net revenues for each year were adjusted to reflect the refund the
company was forced to make by the Federal Power Commission. We
used the 1958 net revenue -- adjusted for the refund -- before
depreciation as the amount to be capitalized. This amount was
capitalized at 11.227% which consisted of 7% basic rate plus
4.227 for amortization.
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The Tax Commission allocated each of the evidences of value
to Colorado at 26.909% which is the relation of depreciated

...

historical cost in Colorado, less depreciated historical cost of

licensed motor vehicles, to the depreciated historical cost of
the system property, less licensed vehicles. We allocated the
system value to Colorado at 30.1% which is the relation of
depreciated historical cost in Colorado to system depreciated
historical cost.

The Tax Commission did not compute a unit appraisal of
the Pacific Northwest Pipeline Corp., but based its appraisal on
the historical cost of the Colorado property, adjusted to reflect
deductions which in their opinion were justified. The consultant
computed a unit value based on the same theories that have been
used for other companies, that is depreciated cost and one year's
capitalized income before depreciation~ The securities of this
company are closely held and no stock and debt value evidence was
computed. The system unit value was allocated to Colorado on the
basis of relative cost of plant in Colorado to the system cost.

>,{'

2-9 Analysis of Domestic Water Vtility Valuations
The comparative value evidences computed by the Tax Commission and consultant are as follows:
Tax Commission

r

Broadmoor Hotel Water

&

Power Co.

Cost

$

966,120

$1,373,541

Stock and debt

Not Computed

Not Computed

Capita~ized income

.Not Computed

246,504

System market value.

-

Consultant

644,080

690,000

1,596,976

1,234,146

Not Computed

Not Computed

South Suburban Water Company

'

Cost

)

Stock and debt
Capitalized income
System market value

·•

.566,784

716,125

1,081,880

925,000

•

.,..
/
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Cost

The cost figures used by the Tax Commission were not the
same in the two companies tested. In the case of the Broadmoor
Hotel Water and Power Company the historical cost of the plant
was reduced by book depreciation.and by additional amounts which
were intended to represent depreciation due to economic
.
obsolescence. The cost figure used by the Commission in appraising
th~_.South Suburban Water Company was the_undepreciated historical
cost plus material and supplies and less licensed motor vehicles.
This latter method is the cost computation used by the Commission
for nearly all companies. In both cases the consultant used th~
depreciated historical cost plus materials and supplies and less
licensed vehicles.

i:

1I

,·

Cayitalized Income

'\

The Tax Commission did not make any calculation for capitalized income for the Broadmoor Company, but did for the South
Suburban Company. In the latter case the net revenue for the last
five years was weighted~. 10, 1~, 20 and 50% to get an average
revenue to capitalize at 6~.

i

The consultant capitalized the average net income before
depreciation charges, of the last five years for both companies.
The basic capitalization rate used was 8% plus a component to
amortize the market value over the remaining life.

2-10 Analysis of Irrigation Company Valuation
The market value determination and value evidences are as
follows:
Tax Commission

Consul·tant

Rocky Mountain Wa~er Company
$48,910

$52,145

Stock and debt

Not Computed

Not Computed

Capitalized income

Not Computed

Cost

System market value

36,667

2,733

2:;,000

The market value computed for this company by the Tax
Commission is based upon the depreciated historical cost of the
operative property.
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The consultant, in computing a unit
ciated historical cost of all the property
amount of non-operating property. That is
difference in the cost figures used by the
con5ul tant.

value, used the depreincluding a small
the reason for the
iax Commi~~inn ~nd

The consultant capitalized the last five year average net
revenue before depreciation in the usual manner. The basic interest rate used was 7% with a 4.634% amortization rate, or total
capitalization rate of 11.634%.

2-11 Anal~sis of Mi~llaneouLCom2any Valuation
The value evidences used by the Tax Commission and consultant are as follows:
'

i

-

,,.,

Tax Commission

...

Consultant

Denver Tramway Corporation
Cost

$2,p68,770

$2,068,770

Stock and debt

Not Computed

Not Computed

Capitalized income

Not Computed

2, 1~4, 774

2,068,770

2,110,000

System market value

In this case the cost evidence is the same for both the
Tax Commission and consultant calculations. That is, the
depreciated cost of the property, plus materials and supplies
and less licensed vehicles.
Cagitalized Income
The Tax Commission did not compute a capitalized income
evidence, basing its market value determination exclusively on
the cost evidence. The consultant did make this computation, in
the same manner as for other taxpayers; that is, the five year
average net operating revenue before depreciation, capitalized at
a basic rate of 7~ plus an amortization component. Because of
net losses due to sale of equipment in the past years the company
has not paid any federal income taxes. We have adjusted the net
revenue to reflect the payment of such taxes on the earning for
the last five years. The capitalized income computed in this
manner was adjusted to deduct from the total the earning value of
the otherwise taxed motor vehicles. This adjustment was made on
a relative depreciated historical cost basis.
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~-12 Analysis of Air Carrier Val~n!i.Q!l§
In assessing air line companies the Tax Commission does
not use the unit value approach. The assessed value found by
the Tax Commission is derived as follows:
{

cost.

Ground equipment at 50% of undepreciated historical

Flight equipment at that per cent of depreciated cost of
the planes flying in Colorado service, represented by the miles
of flight of these planes in Colorado to their ·total scheduled
flight miles.

C

The Tax Commission computation of assessed value is as
follows:
Continental Air Lines

i

Ground equipment in Colorado

$1,89~,206

X

.50 = $

949,604

2,115.866

Flight equipment allocated

$3,065,470

Assessed value

United Aif Line1
Ground equipment in Colorado

$1,217,581

X

.50 = $

Training equipment installed
prior 1958

2,732,995

X

.40 =

1,093,198

Training equipment installed
August 1958

1,148,299

X

.30 =

344,490

Flight equipment allocated

-

608,791

3.28§,660
$5,335,139

Assessed value
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Your consultant computed a unitary value for each of the
companies. The .market value evidences calculated were as follows:
Qontinental Air Li!!S.§
Depreciated cost:
Flight equipment

$33,912,958 =

Ground equipment

16.
$40,457,564 = 100.

Stock and debt

52,104,708

Capitalized income

10,088,243

System market value

23,560,000

84. 0%

Assignment of system market value
Flight equipment@ 84% =

19,790,000

Ground equipment@ 16% =

3,770,000

_,

United Air Lines
•--:·

Depreciated cost:
Flight equipment

/.

.,.

.

$131,731,873 =

56.7%

Ground equipment
,

$232,461,932 = 100.0%
Stock and debt

258,826,432

Capitalized income

171 , 4 28 , 5 71

System market value

207,218,000

Assignment of system market value

,.

Flight equipment@ 56.7% =

117,493, 000

Ground equipment@ 43."3% =

89,725,000

It will be noted that the first step in the appraisal is
to establish a relationship between flight equipment and ground
property based upon depreciated historical cost. This is
necessary for the reas~n that only flight equipment is to be
allocated among states. Ground property is not subject to allocation. The reporting carrier should be required to furnish the
depreciated historical cost of ground property at each Colorado
airport or location.
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--·----------------The percentages which computed market value.be~rs to
depreciated historical cost for the two air carriers used as a
test are a& follows:
Continental
Depreciated cost of system ground
property
Allocated market value of system
ground property

$6,544,606

$100,730,059

3,770,000

89,725,000
89.1%

57 .6% ·

Per cent market value to cost

The allocated market value of ground property in Colorado
can be. computed by applying these percentages to depreciate~
cost of ground property in Colorado.
Continental ' ": · United

1
• .I

I' .

Depreciated cost of ground property in Colorado.

$1,356,953

$

3,251,206

Assigned market value in Colorido

781,605

2,896,825

Assessed value at 37~

293,102

1,086,309

The next problem is to allocate a portion of the computed
market value of flight equipment to Colorado. The amount to be
allocated is as follows:
$19,790,000

Continental

117,493,000

United

It would not be logical to employ the allocation factors
used by the Tax Commission as these factors apply only to flight
equipment that enters the State of Colorado. Furthermore we do
'not favor an allocation factor that is related to flight mileage.
Unless the carrier operates solely in one. state, almost without
exception, the carrier will fly over some states without stopping
and in some instances over international waters. The denominator
of the fraction producing the flight mileage percentage, of course,
will contain all the miles travelled. But the numerator will
contain flight mileage over areas of tax-exempt jurisdiction as
well as taxable jurisdiction, with the result that only a
fraction of the value of flight equipment would be subject to
assessment.
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Several years ago, the Civil Aeronautics Board conducted
a survey of air carrier taxation. In connectibn with the study
the Board s~lected an advisory board consisting of tax administrators, tax association representatives, economists and
iepresentatives of the air carrier industry. Out of the study
·there was developed a formula for allocating flight equipment
among the several taxing jurisdictions is follows:
1.

Percentages of originating reyenue in each
jurisdiction of total originating revenue.

2.

Percentage of originating and terminating
tonnage in each jurisdiction of total
originated and terminated tonnage.

3.

Percentage of arrivals and departures in
each jurisdiction of total arrivals and
departures.

Several states are now using these factors either as a
straight average or weighted. Other states use some modificatiori
of the recommended formula.
Unfortunately your consultant does not have available the
· necessary statistics to apportion the market value of flight
equipment. We would emphasize again that unitary procedures can
and should be employed in the appraisal of air carrier property.
We recommend that the Tax Commission revise their air carrier
reporting forms to enable the Commission to use the unitary
approach along the lines above explained.

-

2-13 Analysis of Pipe Line Company Valuations
The Tax Commission does. no_t make unitary appraisals- of
pipe line companies. The assessed value as found each year
is arrived at by applyipg a unit assessment per mile of pipe
to the mileage in Colorado. This unit assessment varies with the
diameter of pipe. The same unit is used for all pipe of the
same dimension and does not vary with the age of the system.
The theory is that depreciation is taken only once for the
life of the pipeline, and at the beginning of its life. The
schedule used by the Tax Commission is the same one that is
furnished by the Commission to the county assessors for their
use. Property other than the pipeline, such as buildings,
equipment, land, etc. is assessed by taking a percentage of
undepreciated cost •

.,
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Companies in this grouping of taxpayers are carriers of
petroleum products, and any regulation they may experience is by
the Interstate Commerce Commission. ~n the other hand the gas
pipeline,carriers are regulated by the Federal Power Commission.
The carriers subject to Interstate Commerce Commission regulation
are usually, although not always, owned by oil companies, and
are used to transport their own crude from the well to refinery,
or products from refinery to market. Their rates ar~ rather
artificial and the regulation they experience is slight. Cn the
other hand the gas pipelines are closely regulated and rates
fixed by an active regulatory body.
'

We have not made sample appraisals of any of the pipeline
companies in this group. In our opinion the data necessary to
make a satisfactory appraisal was not available and there was
insufficient time to gather the necessary data. We feel however
that a unit appraisal should be made of the property of each
company. Estimates should be made of reproduction cost less
depreciation, which would generally indicate the maximum value.
The capitalization of income is a measure of value which can be
computed in many cases, but due to the methods used in fixing·
rates is not as reliable as with other types of regulated
companies. A measure of lack of use, or .economic depreciation,
.which is usually measured by the earning evidence can be found
by investigation as to the amount of product that is transmitted
through the pipeline compared with its ·capacity.

"

.
.(

i

The making of the above studies would initially entail
considerable research and collection, but once made could be
kept up to date with a relatively small amount of work.

2-14 Analysis of Private Car Company Valuations
The Colorado statutes differentiate between "express companies, sleeping car and palace car companies and fast freight
companies" and "firms or individuals owning or operating any
stock cars, fuiniture cars, refrigerator cars, fruit cars, poultry
cars, tank cars or any other kind of cars," in that they are
referred to in different section of the statutes. 7 However, the
directives to the Tax Commission in regard to all these companies
is the same -- i.e. the Tax Commission shall find the total value
of the.property or plant of the company, wherever situated and
allocate to Colorado that portion represented by the mileage
operated by the cars in Colorado compared ta the mileage operated
by the cars everywhere.
The value of the cars of each company as
·allocated to the state by this procedure is then further allocated
to the counties in two ways. The value of express companies and
7.

137-4-1, 137-4-12, C.R.S. 1953.
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sleeping car companies is allocated in the proportion that t~e
miles of railroad in the county upon which the cars operate 1s
to the total miles of railroad in the state over which the cars
operate. All the other car companies are allocated to the county
in relation to the miles .made by the cars in the county to the
total miles made in the state.
There were about 85 private car companies in addition to
one express company and one sleeping car company assessed by the
Tax Commission in 1959. Only five car companies and the one
sleeping car company had an assessment in excess of $50,000,
with-the majority having assessments less than $5,000. These small
amounts, when spread over the miles of railroad in Colorado meant
a multitude of small assessments in taxing districts in which
the tax due was less than the cost of processing the claim. In
addition the administrative costs at the state level and county
level, as well as costs to the taxpayer in processing the tax
bills are way out of line with the revenue derived. It is common
knowledge that many of the taxes are not paid, and never will be
due to the difficulty in attempting to enforce collection.

-

\
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Due to the fact that many of the cars assessed by the Commission are owned by companies who use th.e cars to ship the
products of their major business -- such as meat companies, oil
companies, etc. -- it is impossible to compute a unitary value in
the usual way. There is no way of computing an earning value and
the only indices of value available are depreciated historical
cost and reproduction cost less depreciation, with some data
available from occasional sales of cars. At the present time the
Tax Commission has based its assessment of private cars on the
arbitrary assumption that tank cars and refrigerator cars travel
150 miles per day in Colorado, and that hopper cars and stock cars
travel 125 miles per day. The total mileage in Colorado by each
type of car, divided by these units gives an estimate of the number
of car days the cars are in Colorado, which, when divided by 365
gives an estimate of the number of cars assessable in the state.
The unit assessed values per car that are applied to these
estimated amounts are as follows -- tank cars $1,200 each,
refrigerator cars $960 each, and hopper and stock cars $600 each.
These constants -- miles per day, and unit assessed values have
been used by the Tax Commission for many years without change.
We would recommend that studies by initiated to check the accuracy
of the assumption as to average miles per day, and that unit values
be computed for cars at more frequent intervals. With the many
different kinds of private cars operating on the railroads at the
present time the Commission might well find ~t feasible to compute
values for a larger number of classifications than is now used .
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The rates charged by the Pullman Company and Express Company are fixed by the. Interstate Commerce Commission. Although
-ehe other car companies report statistics to the Interstate
Commerce Commission, and theoretically the rates are fixed by
that body, as a matter of practice, the rates are fixed by the
companies themselves •. The car loaning business is very competitive and if the rates were to be set too high, shippers
would be inclined to supply the cars in competition with the
established companies.
There are two methods of taxing car companies, each of
which in our opinion is superior to the method·now used in
Colorado. The first, and simplest to administer is a gross
receipts tax, such a tax to be withheld by the railroads from
payments due to the car companies and transmitted to the state
and put in the general fund. The major problem in this case is
the fixing of the gross receipts tax rate to be applied in lieu
of a property tax. Such a rate should be reviewed periodically
in order that the tax would approximate the amount that would be
paid on an ad valorem basis. It has been the experience of some
states that the tax proceeds from this type of taxation is
considerably greater than the proceeds from ad valorem taxation.
The second method would be to levy an assessment ag&inst
the cars of a company as is done at the present time, but instead
of allocating the value back to the cotinties and local taxing
districts, the Tax Commission would apply to the assessment for
each company the average ad valorem tax rate levied on all
property in the state for all purposes in the previous year. The
resultant tax then would be collected by the state and the money.
put in the General Fund for state purposes.
Both of these alternative proposals would result in the
loss of tax revenue to the counties. Based upon the average tax
levy in 1958 of $54,639, applied to the 1959 assessment of
private car companies of $983,570 the tax would be $53,742.
The same rate applied to Pullman Company assessment of $781,850
would mean a tax of $42~720, and to the Railway Express assessment of $97,360, a tax of $5,319.~ The total tax is $101,781
of which $6,632 is the state levy and $95,149 would be a loss
to the counties, schools and special districts. Although these
funds, when transferred to the General Fund of the state, would
not be earmarked for such a purpose, the General -'A~~embly might.-'
appropriate those funds or a portion thereof to the Tax Commission to enable it to expand its staff in order that
additio~al help co~ld be given county asses~ors in the appraisal
of special properties etc. Such a program has been carried out
in one state with which we are familiar and it has worked out
very satisfactorily.
·
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CHAPTER 3
~.Qpraisal of Utility Property Under the Unit Rule

3-1 What is a Unit b22raisal?
A unit appraisal is an appraisal of a property as whole
without regard to the value of the separate parts that go to
make up the property. This method of appraising a property is
more particularily applicable to utility property, although by
no means limited to such an enterprise. The separate parts of
a utility would normally have little or no value if they were
not welded into one operating machine to do the job, designed for
it. Cf what value would a mile of track, or wire, or pipe have
installed as such property is in an integrated railroad system,
electric or communication system or gas system unless it were
connected to the rest of the system and able to do the job for
which the system was built? The separate parts might have
some value as salvage, but except in rare cases, such value
would be a fraction of the value the items would have installed
as part of an operating system.
An appraisal made by adding together the appraisals of
the separate parts or fractional appraisals, to get a total
appraisal or summation appraisal, is an appraisal based on some
cost concept, and it may or may not be the same as market value.

,.
,, .

-

.

The Colorado statutes require unit valuation procedures.
Chapter 137-3-28 1953 C.R.S. directs the assessor and Tax Commission to value the entire property of a corporation -- both
tangible and intangible -- as a unit, and states that "every
element, subject or consideration wherein the use is in inseparable combination with a whole, of which it forms a part, and
which gives to the corporation property an added value for the
purpose of income or sale, shall be considered in fixing the
value for taxable purposes." In 137-3-17 1953 C.R.S. it is
stated that in determining the true value of taxable property
the market value shall be the guide. In determining market
value of a property there shall be considered what price it
would bring in a voluntary sale, the value of the use, and the
capability of use, together with any other just methods of
determination.
The courts ea~ly approved the use of the unit rule in
the appraisal of utility property. In 1868 the Kentucky Supreme
Court said:
The law treats a railroad and all its
appurtenances as one entire thing.8
8.

"
;

Applegate v. Ernst, 66 Ky. 648 (1868).
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Only three years later the Kansas Supreme Court upheld
the constitutionality of the ~ansas Act of 1869 providing for
the central assessment of a railroad as a unit by sayings
A railroad.is an entire thing and should

be assessed as a whole. It would be
almost as easy and as reasonable to divide
a house or locomotive into portions and
assess each portion separately, as to
divide a railroad into portionij and assess
each portion of it separately.

One of the leading cases concerning the unit rule is the
so-called State Railroad Tax Cases, wherein the United States
Supreme Court in 1876, said in sustaining an assessment made
under the Illinois Act of 1872:
i

The track of a road is but one track,
from one end of it to the o,ther, and
except in its use as one ttack, is- 'of
little value ••• Destroy by any means
a few miles of this track, within an
interior county, so as to cut off the
connection between the twP. ·parts thus
sepa.rated, and if it coul:d n·ot be ·
repaired or replaced, it• -effect upon
the value of the remainder of the road
is out of all proportion to the mere
local value of the part of i~ destroyed.lo
Most of the early cases were concerned with_ the methods
of asses-sing intrastate railroads, but. as the railroad, became
more and more interstate in character the use of the unit rule
gave rise to more litigation. In 1894, the United States Supreme
Court -in the Backus case upheld an assessment involving a unit
appraisal and interstate allocation in this languages
The true yalue of a line of railroad
.is •omething more than an aggregation
of the values of separate parts of it,
opera_ted separately. It is the aggregate of these values plus that arising
from a connected operation of the
whole ••• Each state has an equal right
to reach after a just proporti~n of
that value.I!

9.
10.

11.

Missouri River, Fort Scott and Gulf Railroad v

Kan. 210 ( 1871 J.

.

•

Morris

•

7

State Railroad Ta-x ·cases, 92 U.S. 575 (1876)
Cleveland, Cinncinati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway Company v. Backus, 154 U.S. 439 (1894).
·
0
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Much of the legal interpretation of the unit rule is
interwoven with intrastate or interstate allocation for very
obvious reasons~ Any litigation involving the valuation of
an interstate property arises from the challenge of the
valuation within the boundaries of a given state, or of a minor
taxing subdivision thereof. Although the courts will look to
the unitary valuation methods employed by the assessor, their
conclusions will not be confined to the validity of the unit
appraisal, but must of necessity be focused on a segment of
the unit. Hence interstate allocation becomes a cohnecting
link in the controversy.
3-2 What is the Unit?

...

The unit should include all property used in the business
and exclude all property not used in the business. The Colorado
statutes (137-3-17 1953 C.R.S.) states that where corporate
.
propertf is assessed as a unit the value of property not used
in the operation of its main business shall be deducted and
assessed by the local assessor. Many large utilities and
railroads, through stock ownership, control smaller utilities
and railroads. If the properties of the ~ubsidiary are operated
·as a part of the entire system so that there is unity of use
as evidenced by pooling of.equipment, reliance upon a single
traffic .solicitation department, a common accounting office,
and a single administrative organization, then the subsidiary
should be included in the parent system for appraisal purposes.
But, if the subsidiary generally operates independently in these.
matters, it should be treated separately in the appraisal
process. The advantage of consolidating the parent and subsidiary
companies is that one measure of value, i.e., stock and debt
value, can be used for the subsidiary when it cannot if
separately valued. Many major railroads have solely-owned short
line subsidiaries whose value is in the traffic they send to
the parent company. By themselves the short line roads might
show little or no value.-- all the value generated in developing
traffic is reflected in the parent company. Actually the small
railroad has a value which should be rightfully assigned to it •

•

3-3 Evidences of Value
.

'

The value of any product is the pric~ at which it will be
exchanged in a competitive market. Some types of property have
many sales and the value is readily determined from such sales.
In other cases the sales of property are fewer and the appraiser
must analyze the sales and compare the properties sold with
those being appraised and in this way arrive at what in his
opinion is the value of the property. In the case of a large
integrated property such as a public utility there are no sales
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of properties that have even a remote similarity to the property
being appraised. The utility appraiser therefore must depend on
other evidences of value -- evidences which in his opinion would
be looked at by any purchaser of the property.

~-

By definition the seller of the property must be a willing
seller, not forced to sell, and familiar with all the fact•
concerning the property. On the other hand the buyer must be a
willing buyer, not forced to buy, and also familiar with all the
facts concerning the property. In the bargaining process prior.
to the sale the seller would emphasize the good points of the
property, while on the other hand the buyer would emphasize the
poorer factors, each trying to get the best price possible from
his viewpoint. The assessor must be able to visualize this
bargaining process and see the viewpoints of both sides. He
must be familiar with all the factors.that buyers and sellers
would consider in the negotiations prior to the sale. Some of
the factors could be measured in dollars, while others not so
Masurable would influence a prospective buyer one war or another.
Among the points that would be considered are the fol owing,
1.

The regulatory atmosphere. Is the regulatory agency competent and fair?

2.

The rate bases established by the regu•
latory agency.

3.

The trend of earnings over recent years.

4.

The rate of return allowed by the regulatory agency.

~-

The competitive position.

.1

y'

· 6.

The quality of present management.

7.

The political atmosphere as to public
ownership •.

8.

Trend of growth in population and industry
in the territory served. Possibility of
increase in future business.

9.

Original cost less depreciation.

10.

Reproduction cost less depreciatton.

11.

Operating condition of the property, i.e.,
is there considerable deferred maintenance,
will the property require extensive replacements soon?

12.

What does the public think of the company
as measured by the prices of its securities
on the security exchanges?
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The buyer of a property would look into the many factors
that would influence his judgment in more detail than the assessor
could hope to do with the limited time and facilities availabl!
t.o him. However, over a period of time the assessor should ~u1ld
up a fund of knowledge about each company that will enable him
to make appraisals that are considerably better than guesses.
The number of evidences of value that can be measured in
dollars are much fewer than the list on the preceding page.
Those evidences that can be measured quantitatively are:

....

-

1.

Historical cost less depreciation

2.

Reproduction cost less depreciation

3.

Capitalized income

4.

Market value of stock and debt

Not all these evidences of value ~ave the same importance
in guiding the assessor in his search fo~ market v.alue. For some
types of property one or more may be use,less. These several
evidences of value will be discussed in detail separately in
. succeeding chapters.12
·

3-4 Capitalized Earnings as an Evidence of Value
A property is worth what it will earn.
f

•
Ir .

-i

The translation of future income into present value is
called capitalization. As far as we have been able to determine,
all states centrally assessing utility property under the unit
rule employ capitalized earnings as one of the evidences of value,
and many states consider it the most convincing evidence of value.
Similar conclusions have been stated many times by appraisal
authorities and the courts. Frederick M. Babcock, noted appraisal
authority, says:
••• in the development of a valuation
theory, we commence with the principle
that the process of valuation will
consist of translating future income
into present value.13

'
!\

12~

13.

A more complete discussion of these evidences of value, made
by Dr. Leslie E. Carbert~.,r'ill be found in the report of the
Committee Research staff .on 11 Property Assessment and Equalization in California" for the Senate Interim Committee.on State
and Local Taxation, March, 1953.
Frederick M. Babcock, The Valuation of Real Estate (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1932) p.130.

,.,-
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It is future income, not past earnings, upon which value

is based. If one had a crystal ball which would show exactly
how much a property would earn each year for its remaining life,
the finding of value w~uld be a simple problem for the appraiser.
All he would need to know to find value would be the return on the
investment that the buyer would demand.

Then by discounting the

earnings of each year in the future the sum would be the value
of the flow of income. However, no one can forecast exactly how

mucn the earnings are going to be in the future. The appraiser
looks at the past and by analysis of this data and giving consideration to other factors which might influence the future he makes
an estimate of what will probably happen in the future. The
appraiser's ability to evaluate the past earnings and relate them
to the future will depend on his knowledge of the property, the
territory it serves, its past operating history and quality of
management, general economic conditions and other factors pertinent
to indicating the future of.the company.
·
This test of value has been given repeated approval of the
courts. One could accumulate an imposing list of court decisions
and articles in technical publications to support this view. One
of the earliest and oft-quoted pronouncements of the Supreme Court
in this regard was in the B9ckus case in _1894 where the court said•
The rule of property taxation is that
the value of. the property is the basis
of taxation. It does not mean a tax
upon earnings which the property makes,
nor the privilege of using the property,
but rests. solely on value. But the
value of property results from the use
to which it is put and varies with the
profitableness of that use, present and
prospective, actual and anticipated.
There is no pecuniary value outside of
that which results from such use. The
amount and profitable character of such
use deter~ine the value and if property
is taxed at its actual cash value it is
taxed upon something which is created
by the uses to which it is put.14
_As we have stated befo~e,.mos! appraisers take an average
of prior year earnings as an 1nd1cat1on of what the future will
produce. For the type of company which has a history of earn.ings whic~ alternately are high and low, an •average of a period
of years is probably a better indication of. the future than any
one year. Railroads with fluctuating earnings generally fall
in this category and we believe that an average of several years

14.

Cleveland. Cinnci~natitt Chicago and St. Louis Railway Company v. Backus 154 U.S. 439 (1894).

-
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should be taken. Some small electric companies serving a rural
area with a large irrigation pumping lo~d will have a v~riation
in earnings due to weather conditions. Here again an average of
several years' earnings may be used, although an alternative
method of normalizing one years' ·earnings to a normal weather
year may be used,,to advantage. In the case of rapidly growing
electric, gas, telephone and water utilities the use of more
than one year is ·hot justified, unless the earnings for prior
years are adjusted to reflect the subsequent growth of plant.
There is one thing the assessor of utility property must always
keep in mind when considering the income to be capitalized~ It
is the property as of the date of valuation that is being
appraised, not the property of several years ago, or of several
years in the future. The income to be capitalized is the income
from the present property.

t

-
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The ''Net Operating Revenue" and "Net Railway Operating
Income" mentioned above are the net earnings available to all
interests in the property, both bond holders and stockholders.
It is the net earnings after deduction from the gross revenue
of all operating expenses, including all taxes -- property and
income -- and amounts set aside in the depreciation reserve for
amortization of the property. Most state assessors capitalize
this income without adjustments. This concept assumes the
continuation of the stream of income that is capitalized in ·
perpetuity.
There are a few state assessors who prefer to capitalize
the stream of income, before deduction of depreciation charges,
over the remaining life of the property. This concept visualizes
a steady stream of income each year for the estimated remaining
life of the property generating this income. From this flow of
income the buyer of the property will get each year a return on
his investment, and an amount of money which, if put in a fund
earning interest, will at the end of the life of the property
amount to the purchase price. The capitalization rate then is
made up of two parts -- a basic rate which is the rate of return
sought by the purchaser, and a sinking fund annuity rate which
will return the cost of the property to the purchaser. The
appraiser who uses this method is in fact allowing depreciation
on the market value of the property, whereas the depreciation
being charged on the books is based on the original cost of the
property.

t

H

First the appraiser in deciding what income he will capitalize will look at the income statement of the company. For gas,
electric, telephone and water companies it is "Net Operating
Revenue," and for railroads it is cal~ed "Net Railway Operating
Income." The appraiser is fortunate that because the ac~ounting
is done in accordance with rules ~et ~ut by the various regulatory
agencies, it is not necessary for hi~ to perform extensive auditing before proceeding with his appraisal task. However, even
though the accounting is correctly dbne in accordance with the
regulatory instruction, the assessor may wish to make some adjustmrnts in order that the income when capitalized will meet the
requirements of the state statutes under which the appraisal is made.
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When the appraiser capitalizes income before depreciation
he must make an additional computation. This method assumes,
of course, that all the property being appraised will be fully
depreciated by the end of. the period of time used for the remaining life factor. For all practical purposes this assumption will
not cause any trouble. However any land owned by tne company
will still be available for other uses and will have a salvage
value. The appraiser then, must add to the capitalized income
amount, a sum which will represent the present worth of the land
value at the end of the estimated life of the property. The
normal procedure is to assume that the land will have the same
market value at the end of the estimated life as it has today,
and discount this amount at an interest rate of 5%.

\

,.
(

The appraiser who capitalizes the net operating income as
recorded on the books is allowing as a deduction from income the
amount of property taxes paid on the prior year's assessment.
This means that he is assuming the ad valorem taxes that are to
be paid on the current assessment will be the same as for the
prior year. This will only be true if the assessment and tax ·
rates are the same, or a change in one is offset by a contra
change in the other. The appraiser must/ proceed on the assumption
that there will be no change in the tax ~ate, or make his estimate
as to which way the rate is going. The/a·ppraisal being made,
however, will determine the tax base for the coming year and will
generally raise or lower the tax burden of the taxpayer. Some
appraisers prefer therefore to disallow the deduction for the
prior year's ad valorem taxes by increasing the net operating
income base by this amount and to add a property tax component
to his capitalization rate. This is a relatively simple
procedure to use in the appraisal of intrastate utilities, but
there are complications entering into the .computation for interstate utilities which reflects on the accuracy of the procedure •
. Taxes based upon income are one of the largest expenses
of the utility, if not the largest. The amount of Federal- income
taxes paid by the utility and shown on the income statement as a
deduction depends on maDY factors. · The manner in which they are
handled by the company will, of course, make a difference in the
amount of taxes paid, and if not adjusted by the appraiser will
make a considerable difference in the resultant evidence of
value arrived at by capitalization of income. Some of the
factors influencing the amount of income taxes paid will be
briefly discussed.
Interest Deduction
All interest payments made by a utility are deductible
by the utility in the computation of taxable income. The more
debt a utility has upon which it pays interest, the larger the
deduction and the smaller the taxable income, and therefore the
-smaller the income tax and the larger the net operating income
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being considered by the appraiser. If it were possible to have
two utilities identical in all things except that the debt of
one was very high -- approaching 100% of the capital structure -and the other was low -- conceivably zero -- then by means of the
capitalization of income, the utility with nearly 100% debt
would be nearly twice as valuable as the utility with no debt.
Most appraisers would question such a conclusion.
Taxes on Nonoperating Income
In railroad accounting, income taxes upon nonoperating
income are included with the income taxes on operating income
and deducted to arrive at net railway operating income. As the
appraiser is seeking a unitary value of the operating property
the amount of income tax applicable to nonoperating property
should be added back to the net railway operating income to get
a correct amount to capitalize.

,..

Tax Savings Due to Defense Amortization
During, and for a period after World War II the Federal
government issued certificates for rapid amortization of
facilities used in the war effort for income tax purposes. These
certificates permitted the write-off of these facilities in five
years thereby increasing the depreciation expense and decreasing
the income tax paid by the taxpayer. These certificates have
nearly all expired, and the remaining ones will expire in a few
years. No new certificates are being issued. These certificates
when issued were not transferrable and under the rules of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, if a utility having a certificate
for rapid amortization were sold, th~ new owner could not use
the certificate. The income statement of the utility should
then be adjusted to show as an income tax expense what the
expense would be without the rapid amortization.

.r·
~

'
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Tax Saving.§_Due to Accelerated Depreciation

""

A'·
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The 1954 income tax law permitted taxpayers to use a
method of charging depreciation other than straight line
depreciation for income tax purposes on all property installed by
them subsequent to 1953. This is referred to as accelerated
depreciation because the effect is to charge the property off in
a shorter term than it would have been by use of straight line
depreciation. A purchaser of the property is not entitled to
acclerated depreciation thereon, so the income tax expense
should be adjusted to reflect what it would be if straight line
depreciation were used.

11

'II
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Prior Year Adjustment§
At the end of the year when the income statement is made
up, the amount of income taxes is not always exactly known. In
this case an estimated a~ount is charged and the over or under
accrual is credited or debited to the account later in the
following year. These corrections should be carried back to the
proper year so that the net income for that year will not be
distorted. As a result of audits by the Bureau of Internal
Revenue there are at times substantial corrections to prior years'
tax payments. These are made in the tax account in the year of
audit. The appraiser should show the corrected amounts in the
proper years for the same reason as above.
One state with which we are familiar capitalizes income
before income taxes {as well as before ad valorem taxes and
depreciation expense} -- that is, with the income taxes added back
to the net operating income. A computed tax component is included
in the basic rate. By means of this procedure all the adjustments
to the income tax suggested above need not be made as they are
taken care of automatically.
In addition to the adjustments to net income discussed
above there are many other items in the income account that the
wary and experienced st~te appraiser will scrutini1e closely.
For example, he will look for abnormal ·or subnormal charges to
maintenance in railroads. In times of decreased revenue the
railroad industry retrenches by deferring its maintenance and
picks it up when revenue has improved. The use of a five year
average of net railway operating income usually adjusts for this
distortion. In the case of electric and gas utilities where only
one year's income is used, t]a.e previously mentioned "normalization"
of revenue and expenses to ~onvert to a normal water or temper~
ature year is recommended. Proceedings before the regulatory
bodies should be watched. It frequently happens that a rate
increase is granted the utility during the year. In this case
the -benefit of the increase is not reflected in the full year's
income. In the same maqner wage agreements with :the unions which
will affect operating expenses sho~ld be reflected in the net
income to be capitalized •
.These are all matters which an experienced utility
executive would consider in considering the purchase of a property. The state assessor cannot be expected to be·as expert
as this executive, but he can and should acquire a fund of
-knowledge about each utility property to guide him in this
appraisal work. Otherwise his appraisal is likely to be little
better than a guess.
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Capitalization Rate
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One of the most important elements and one of the most
difficult to determine, in the capitalization of incom~ process
is the capitalization rate. The importance of applying the
proper rate cannot be overemphasized. A 5% rate will.give an.
answer twice as high as a 10% rate when both are applied to a given
net operating income. All too frequently the central assessing
agency will employ a 6% rate without any consideration as to
how it was determined. The rate of capitalization that is to
be used should be one that adequately reflects conditions in
the money market. Utility properties being appraised by the
state assessor are nearly always large enough to require the
purchase by a corporation. Very few utilities are individually
owned, and they are fast disappearing due to their inability to
furnish the capital necessary for the expansion needed. The
possible purchaser of any utility would have to consider how
he would finance the purchase. He could borrow part of the
money (bonds) and get the remainder by selling an interest in
the company (preferred and common stock). The amount of money
he could borrow would vary with the type of property, with a
probably maximum of 50% of the total. The regulatory authorities
look with disfavor on a debt ratio higher than that amount.
Probably 15%of the total could be raised by selling preferred
stock and the remainder or 35% would be common stock. Inasmuch
as the prospective purchaser would have to go to the security
market to finance his purchase, he would have to compete with
other utilities to get the funds available for investment in
utility enterprises.
The appraiser of utility property therefore would look
to the security market to find out what interest rates investors
in such indtistries are demanding. There are three general
approaches to this problem.

-

The first method, and roughest computation, is made by
adding a risk factor to the so-called "riskless" rate as
exemplified by U.S. government obligations. To illustrate:
Market yield of U.S. governments
Estimated risk factor
Estimated rate of capitalization
This method is highly subjective but even so, it is
better than picking a rate out of thin air.

'
•
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A second method and one which finds favor with many state
assessors who are students of the subject is to find a rate by
dividing all income available for interest and dividends by the
market value of all the securities. To illustrate:
Total income available for interest and dividends
Market value of stocks and bonds
Required rate of return

$

13.000,000
200,000,000
6.5%

A third method used by some state assessors is to divide
the rate into segments and ascertain the market demands for each
kind of security. To illustrate:

Debt
Pref. Stock
Common

50% of total@ 4.75%

= 2.375%
15% of total@ 5.50% = .825%
35% of total@ 10.00% = ~
~

Under security market conditions in the last decade the
overall earnings rate obtained by dividing earnings available by
.the security market ranges from 4.5% to 5%. The reason for this.
according to many security analysts ls the unprecedented demand
in the market for utility securities, especially on the part of
pension trusts and insurance companies. In effect the present
utility security market represents this type of investors
long-range view of the future of the utility industry. Utility
common stock is considered as safe an investment as a bond,
and these concerns buy them to get a return comparable with bond
investment with safety. The prices being paid represent something far beyond the worth of the assets presently employed in
the utility industry. In a~y event, it is disturbing to the
utility appraiser who studies the security market because he
knows that no prospective purchaser could sell his securities in
the competitive money market at an overall 4% to_5% basis.
Many state assessors -- usually those who use a 6% rate
without questioning its source, insist that for a given class
of utilities the same iQterest rate should be used. Some
appraisers even insist that the ·same rate should apply to all
types of utilities. If all utilities had the same advantage in
seeking new capital this might be true. The utility serving
a sparsely settled area, Or an economic area depending on a
limited industrial complex. or one subject to economic
fluctuations, will have more trouble selling securities and
have to pay a higher interest rate than the utility serving a
well balanced load not subject to fluctuation. The investors in
utility securities now favor the more stable utilities. The
appraiser must be familiar with this fact and must know the
strength and weaknesses of the various utilities he has to
appraise, and vary the capitalization rate according to his
judgment. as to the marketability of the securities with which the
prospective purchaser will finance his purchase.·
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3-5 Market Value of Stock and Debt as an Evidence of Value
The stock and debt evidence of value is based upon the
f~miliar balance sheet equation that total assets equal total
liabilities. If the appraiser can determine the market value of
the items on the liability side of the balance sheet he has an·
evidence of value of all the items on the asset side which
represent the properties of the utility.
As early as 1876 the Supreme Court sanctioned this method
of appraisal. At that time it said:

r

.;,

I

i

t.

It is therefore obvious, that, when
you have ascertained the current cash
value of the whole funded debt, and
the current cash value of the entire
· number of shares, you have, by the
action of those who above all others
can best estimate it, ascertained the
true value of the road, all its property, its capital stock, and its
franchise; for these are all represented by the value of its bonded
debt ard of the shares of its capital
stock. 5

♦

--

....

·
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Since the above case the courts have repeatedly ·reemphasized that the stock and debt method was a good evidence of
value. If it were felt necessary an imposing list of decisions
could be quoted supporting this theory.
Even though some appraisers are critical of the stock and
debt method, in our opinion, this criticism by no means invalidates its use. Furthermore it is far more objective than the
capitalization of income method and objectivity is a virtue for
which every appraiser should strive.
The first step in computing the market value of stock and
debt is to list all of the securities of the utility that are
in the hands of the public. That is, the total number of shares
of stock and par value of each issue of debt. The next step is
to apply to this inventory the unit market price quotations of
each of the issues in the inventory. This gives the total market
value of the stocks and bonds, to which must be added the market
value of current and deferred liabilities to get the total market
value of the liability side of the balance sheet. Generally the
appraiser uses book values of current and deferred liabilities
as the market value thereof, although he may adjust some of
the amounts to reflect a more realistic liability.

•

15.

State Railroad Tax Cases, 92 U.S. 575 (1876) •
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The question immediately arises in making the above
calculation$as to what-security prices are to be applied, to
the inventory~ As everyone knows wno has studied the security
market, prices of securities will fluctuate from day to day and
many of the changes in prices are caused by events that are in
no way related to the company whose securities are being studied.
Theoretically the prices on the day of valuation should be used
but in order to eliminate the daily fluctuation caused by
ext_raneous events, it is common practice to use an average for
a period of time. This problem has been discussed in Carrier
Taxation where it is said:
It is commonly assumed that the reasons
impelling appraisers to use an average
of earnings for several prior years
demand that stock and bond values be
averaged over a similar period. But
the analogy is false. Earnings are
averaged because the appraiser is
seeking an average of future earnings,
and he is obliged to assume that there
.will be good and bad future years as
there have been good and bad past years.
But when using the stock and bond method,
the assessor's purpose is to find the
"true" value of the stocks and bonds
on the assessment date, and an average
of quotations for a period of several
years is not obviously superior to the
spot prices. An average for a relatively short period, say one or two
years, on the other hand, tends to
overcome the objection that the
quotations for any one day are established by the trading of a small
fraction of the outstanding securities,
and hence may be unduly influenced by
the personal circumstances of the
traders or by the alleged vagaries of
· the market .16

-
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We agree completely with these conclusions. We are of
the opinion that an average of prices for one year is sufficient,
and that if the appraiser takes a twelve month average of monthly
high and low quotations it will suffice. Securities issued
during the year will, of course, be averaged for the period of
time they were traded on the market. Securities traded over the
counter will have quotations expressed as bid and asked prices.
·i6.

Carrier Taxation,
1st Session, p.107.

House Document 160, 79th Congress,
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An average of these quotations will usually be representative of
value. If actual sales can be located they are superior to the
bid and asked quotations.
Equipment obligations of rail carriers are frequently
quoted with bid and asked prices. They vary so little from par
that it is common practice to use par for equipment trust
certificate values. Some securities of utilities are closely held
by.-.pension funds and insurance companies and therefore there are
no quotations on the market. If the issues of any one utility
that are so held are few, and the total represents a small
· percentage of the total outstanding securities.of the company,
then it is recommended that a synthetic value be attributed to
those issues, based on comparison with other similar issues
which are traded. Unless there is an established market for a
high percentage of the securities of a company, it is doubtful
whether the stock and debt method should be used in such cases.
A synthetic stock and debt value in our opinion is not to be
given much, if any, weight in the appraisal of a utility enterprise .

...,,

_.

'

As we have previously stated, in order to completely
evaluate the asset side of the balance sheet, we must give
consideration to the current and deferred liabilities. There
are many who, although conceding that the market value of stocks
and bonds is a valuable evidence of value, hesitate or refuse to
include current liabilities in the computation. Professor
Bonbright comments on this as follows:
A queer but persistent psychological
fallacy, associated with the well
recognized failure of accounting
novices to distinguish clearly between
asset items and liability items,
probably explains this tendency of
assessors and courts to assume that,
under the stock and bond method of
valuation, current debts should be
ignored even though funded debts are
included.17

,.

We repeat, the assessor in appraising the assets of the
corporation, to develop a full valuation of the items on the
asset side of the balance sheet must make a complete appraisal
of the items on the liability side of the balance sheet. If
there are any items on the asset side that are not being included
in the appraisal they can very readily be excluded from the total.
17.

Jones C. Bonbright; "Valuation of Property" (1937) pp. 573-4.

,.
•
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Cur~ent and deferred liabilities should be add~d at their
market value. This is taken by most assessors to be at the book
figure although better appraisal procedure is to analyze each item
o~ the· li~bility side of the balance sheet to verify the fact
that it has a value the same as the book figure, no more or no
·1ess. Although the cases where the value is different from book
cost are rare, there is one adjustment that should be made.
Dividends matured that are unpaid and unmatured dividends
declared are included in current liabilities. Inasmuch as the
quoted prices of stock include any dividends due, these amounts
are already reflected in the security quotations and should not
be added.
In nearly every case the corporation whose property is
being appraised by means of the stock and debt method will have
assets that are not taxable, or if taxable are not subject to
assessment by the state assessor, or not included in the unit
being appraised. This raises the most difficult task confronting
the assessor using the stock and debt approach. If these assets
consist of securities not taxable or of companies whose property
is not subject to assessment by the stat~ assessor, and have an
established market, their value can be easily ascertained.
·
Securities with no established market and nonoperating physical
property constitute a more difficult problem. The Unit Valuation
Report of the National Association of Tax Administrators
discusses and recommends to assessors two alternative methods of
valuing these deductions. One method is to separately appraise
each asset to be deducted and the other is to measure the
influence these nonoperating assets have on the market by relating
the income therefrom to total income. We will not explore the
relative merits of these methods in this report. The assessor
must use his best judgment in calculating the amount of these
deductions and in doing so he should consider both approaches
to the problem. It is fortunate that in most instances the
magnitude of these deductions is small mmpared with the gross
market value of stock and debt.
Because of the fact that the stock and debt appraoch can
only be used for those relatively few utilities with securities
traded on the market, there are state assessors and others who
say it should not be used for any companies. Their fear is that
the use of this method on some and not all companies may lead to
discrimination among taxpayers. We are of the opinion that the
appraisers task is so difficult that he should avail himself of
all pertinent value evidences, and should not discard one because
it is not available for all appraisals.
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3-6 Historical Cost as an Evidence of Value
Historical cost as used in this discussion means the same
a~ original cost, which is the cost of property whe~ first devoted
to public service. Historical cost as the term is used here
means the first cost plus additions and less retirements up to
the date of valuation.

"

f

•
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The Federal regulatory agencies which have the responsibility of regulating public utilities other than carriers,
that is the Federal Power Commission and Federal Communication
Commission, as well as the majority of state regulatory agencies
including the state of 9olorado -- use as a rate base the original
cost less depreciation in rate making. The original cost, as
explained above, is the cost of plant in service and excludes
any amounts which the regulatory commissions do not consider
legitimate expenditures. It does not of course include any
costs for property that is nonoperative, or not used in utility
service •

"

To the tax appraiser the cost of a property at the time
the expenditure is made is a valuable indication of value, as
representing management's judg~ent as to the worth of the property at that time. As time passes, however, the value of cost
as a value evidence becomes less due to changes in cost level and

"

,,
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Due to the widespread carelessness and considerable
irregularities in property accounting practices of public utilities
which came to light in the 1920's, the various regulatory commissions adopted uniform accounting systems. The Federal
Communication Commission adopted a uniform accounting system for
telephone systems which has been adopted by most state regulatory
agencies. The Federal Power Commission set u~ a uniform system
of accounts for electric companies and later for gas companies.
These systems have also been adopted by most state regulatory
agencies. The Interstate Commerce Commission sets up accounting
regulations for the various carriers -- rail, water and pipeline
and the Civil Aeronautics Board specifies the accounting procedures for air carriers. In many cases the regulatory agencies
made audits of the utilities books to enforce compliance with the
new accounting systems, and of course any plant accounting in the
last 25 years has been in compliance with the uniform system of
accounts. If the regulatory body found incorrectly capitalized
entries in the utility capital accounts, the company was forced
to write off the entries or transfer the amount to a balance
sheet account which indicated what it was. This rather extensive
policing of the public utility accounts makes the work of the
assessor much easier. He does not have to spend his time auditing the accounts as that job has been done for him by experts
in that line in the several regulatory agencies.

it

i

~
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the public desire for something different. In the case of
regulated electric, gas, telephone and water utilities, however,
ttte original cost less depreciation retains its value as an
important value evidence.to the appraiser for the following
reasons:
1.

It is the property base upon which the
utility is permitted to earn.

2.

If a utility property is sold, the buyer is
~equired by the regul~tory agency to record
on his books the original cost of the property with a corresponding entry in the
depreciation reserve of the amounts on the
books of the selling utility. Any excess
amount paid by the buyer must be set up
in a separate balance sheet account and
written off through surplus. In this way
the customers of the utility are not
required to pay for the excess cost to the
buyer through payments for service or
product.

In the case of railroads original or historical cost has
a meaning different in concepts from that above. At the time
the Valuation Act of March, 1913 was enacted by Congress, the
Interstate Commerce Commission was directed, among other things,
to report the original cost of each carriers property as of that
date. Investigation by the I.C.C. disclosed that very few
carriers had records which would disclose the cost of the property with any degree of accuracy. As a result the I.C.C. made
a detailed inventory of the property of the carriers and applied
the average cost of construction of the period 1910-14 to arrive
at what is termed the "original cost." It was felt at that time
the costs of construction prevailing during 1910-14 fairly
represented the average costs up to that date. Land, however,
was included at the apptaised value, such appraised value being
found by comparison with the value of adjoining land at the
time of appraisal.
This original cost developed by the Interstate Commerce
Commission may have been a fair indication of prudent investment
at the time of valuation. The original valuations plus
additions and less retirements to date, due to the I.C.C. accounting rules for property accounting, leave a lot to be desired as
far as reflecting a true original cost at the present time.
Since the days of the I.C.C. valuation the railroads have lost
most of the monopolistic characteristics they had at the time
of the valuation. Original cost at the present time has no
relation to present day market value. These costs have little or
no bearing on the present day process of rate making for railroads,
as will be pointed out in the chapter on reproduction cost as an
evidence of value.
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To summarize, historical cost is a very good evidence of
value in the appraisal of regulated utilities, but has no
relevance whatever in the appraisal of rail carrier property.

3-7 Reproduction Cost as an Evidence of Value
.,,.

Reproduction cost as used in this discussion means the
cost of reproducing the property of the utility, as presently
constituted, constructed in the same manner as it was constructed, only at present day price levels. Reproduction cost
estimates are usually made by application of price factors to
the original costs by years to reflect the change in price
levels -- up or down -- to the present time.
Reproduction cost less depreciation is reproduction cost
less a deduction for accrued physical depreciation. The only
difference between historical cost less depreciation and
reproduction cost less depreciation is the difference in price
levels between the original date of cons~ruction and the date
of computing the reproduction cost. Historical cost less
depreciation is a recorded amount on th~ balance sheet of a
utility which, as we have stated before~· has been checked and
double checked for correctness by state and federal regulatory
bodies. Reproduction cost less depreciation is a synthetic
amount computed by factoring original costs.

....
'.,

-·
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In an unregulated, competitive industry reproduction cost
less depreciation is a good evidence of value. If a person
wished to go into the business of making widgets he would have
the choice of building a new factory or purchasing a widget
factory already in operating. He would not have to get
permission from some regulatory agency to either buy or sell
the property. If the buyer thought the seller was asking too
high a price for the factory he could build his own, although
he could reasonably pay a premium for the old factory to
eliminate some competition. In making his estimates of
reproduction cost less depreciation the buyer would include in
his depreciation accrual more than physical depreciation. He
would make deductions for obsolete machinery or plant, or for
equipment that was inefficient and costly to maintain.
The market value of residential property is influenced
to a great extent by reproduction cost. A potential buyer of
a house that he likes is free to build a ~uplicate at the current
cost if he so desires, so this amount sets a very definite

.,

ceiling on the price.

r

"

...

This freedom of choice of a buyer in

the open competitive market is very real, and as a matter of
fact it sets a ceiling on market value •

.,,
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,
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As we have explained before, in the utility industry
where strict regulation prevails, the rates for service, and
therefore return to the owner, is based upon what the regulatory
atjency believes is a fair return on the rate base which is
historical cost less dep~eciation. Due to inflation the cost
of reproduction less depreciation of a utility plant may be
several times the original cost less depreciation, but the
regulatory agency will not recognize such costs. If the buyer
of the utility property pays more than depreciated original cost
for it, the excess cost must be borne by th~ buyer. Under
present economic conditions it is improbable that the purchase
price would ever approach reproduction cost less qepreciation.
During the Great Depression, when reproduction costs fell
sharply, the reproduction cost less depreciation of utility
property was less than historical cost less depreciation.
However, because rates were fixed by the regulatory body on
historical cost less depreciation the value of the property was
greater than reproduction cost. Unlike competitive property,
utility property does not have a ceiling of value measured by
reproduction cost. Those of us who have been in the appraisal
field since before the depression know that the trend of market
value of utility property and non-utility property were radically
different. Non-utility property rose in value rapidly up to the
collapse of 1929, and fell more rapidly in the 1930's. About
the time of our entry into World War II the trend started up
again, and with the inflationary forces since that time have
rapidly risen.
In the utility field the trend was similar;but the fluctuations were less abrupt. The trend of values was almost
hori2ontal from the beginning of the depression till the end
of World War II. This was normal. Rates being fixed on an
historical cost base did not cause a rapid change in earnings,
and values held constant. There was some reduction in value
during the depression due to a lessoning demand for utilities
services, but it was relatively minor. At the end of World War
II there was a terrific.demand for utility services due to the
wave of new construction of homes and industry. The expansion
of utility services was made at the expense of construction at
inflated costs, so the ra~e base, although a historical cost
base, grew rapidly. The increased trend of market value of
utilities although large was less than that for non-utility
property due to the effect of a still considerable amount of
older, low.cost property in the rate base.
A case has been made by some state railroad assessors for
the use of reproductio~ cost less depreciation in the finding
market value of railroads. They base their argument on the use
of this factor in the fixing of rates by the Interstate Commerce
Commission. Let us investigate this theory.
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The 1913 Valuation Act which directed the I.C.C. to
inventory railroad properties and establish the original cost
thereof, also required the I.C.C. to establish the reproduction
cost new and reproduction cost new less depreciation of the
property of each carrier devoted to transportation service.
In its records the r.c.c. keeps a running total of the cost
of all the transportation property of each carrier at 1910-14
prices. The starting point is the original engineering report
of the I.C.C. If the carrier retires property from the original
inventory it is taken out at the cost shown in the inventory.
All additions to the carrier's plant are priced at 1910-14
prices and added to the original inventory and appraisal. When
the Bureau of Valuation of the r.c.c. is called upon to find a
reproduction cost new and reproduction cost new less depreciation
of the carrier's plant, it trends these 1910-14 totals to date
by the use of "period" prices which are approximately 20 to 25%
less than current costs.
·
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Ratemaking for rail carriers is different from that for
other utilities. Federal and state agencies in fixing rates
for electric, gas, telephone and water utilities, in nearly every
case deal individually with each utility. The I.C.C.'s ratemaking for rail carriers is for all rail carriers in a given
region. When a rate hearing is to be heard, one of the regular
exhibits introduced is a statement showing reproduction cost
new, reproduction cost new less depreciation, original costs,
value of land and working capital for all the Class I carriers in
the United States. These are referred to as "elements of value."
The extent to which these reproduction costs enter into the
fixing of rates is problematical. Under the economic conditions
in which railroads are operating today it is apparent that rates
fixed on a reasonable return on any cost concept would be highly
theoretical and useless. In the last 35 or 40 years with the
development of high speed highways, the advent of the private
automobile and growth of the trucking industry, bus transportation
companies, airlines, oil and gas pipelines and inland waterways,
the railroads have lost a substantial portion of the traffic
{freight and passenger) formerly held exclusively by them. The
loss of this business to competing forms of carriers has made
much railroad plant obsolete, more particularly branch or
feeder lines and large terminals. There are few carriers in
the country earning a fair return on original cost. un
reproduction cost the return is even more dismal. The fixing
of rates by the Interstate Commerce Commission is not a question
of a fair return on any cost base, but the fixing of rates in
a competitive field, and limited primarily by what the traffic
will bear .

...

.,,
k
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The Bureau of Valuation of the I.C.C. has stated that its
deductions from rep~oduction ~ost for_depr~cia~ion include an
allowance for obsolescence. However 1n the opinion of most ... ·
authorities there is still a considerable amount of obsolescence
tn rail carrier reproduction cost as compiled by the I.C.C. It.
is obvious that the I.C .C. deduction does not include any amount
for economic obsolescence. If for any reason an appraiser sh~uld
use reproduction cost as a measure of value, he should deduct as
a form -0f depreciation an amount for economic obsolescence. The
trouble is that we are not aware of any accurate way to compute
this deduction. Some appraiiers have made computations based on
traffic density, lack of earnings, etc. To us ·this is a
roundabout way of measuring something that can be measured more
accurately and more directly by other means, such as value based
on capitalized income and stock and debt value. It seems rather
redundant to adjust a poor measure of value to fit the good
measures of value. It is better to throw the poor measure out to
start with and only consider the good indices.
In our opinion reproduction costs have no relevance in
the value determinations for regulated industries.
3-8 Combining the Evidences of Value

We have previously stated that the buyers and sellers of
utility property would consider many things in the process of
developing the value of the property being considered. We pointed
out that the state appraiser would attempt to go through the
same mental process, to the best of his ability, as do the
hypothetical buyers and sellers. We have also discussed in detail
the evidences of value that can be translated into dollars to aid
in the appraising process. These direct evidences of value are
of course substitutes for the best evidence of value -- -the recent
·sale of the property itself or one direct! y comparable. The
appraiser's task is the difficult one of weighing all the
evidences of value and ~aking an objective analysis of each.
There is a widespread belief among the uninformed that the
evidences of value may be combined in some mysterious formula and
the value of a utility property instantly derived. This is of
course an erroneous belief. No two utility properties are
identical, and the application of a formula which might be fair
for one company would be discrimatory when applied to another.
If the va-lue could be fixed by application of a formula the
appraisal of utility property could well be turned over to a
calculating machine operator. It would seem obvious that no
reasonable person would disagree with that conclusion. The laws
of the various states and court decisions have repeatedly held
that the state assessor must be left free to use his judgment in
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the final fixing of value. This judgment, to be other than a
guess, must be based upon a mass of data, including the various
evidences of value. The assessor is assessing many different
kinds of property and what would be a good evidence of value in
one case could very well be a poor and misleading evidence in
another.
·

...

.

-

We are not saying that the evidences of value should never
be combined in a mathematical formula. On the contrary, we
firmly believe that the starting point in the final appraisal
process is the formulaic approach. But it is wholly possible
that the several evidences of value in the formula are not
equally persuasive and if so, the appraiser must use his judgment as to the weighting he will ascribe to each value evidence.
Furthermore his judgment should tell him whether other data
acquired in ,his st,.1dy of the pi;-operty shou~d modify the results
of the formula. A& lhe state appraiser works with the appraisal
of utility property in his state he accumulates a fund of
knowledge about each individual company that indicates to him
that the results arrived at by formula should be revised upward
,.,. downward.
It is axiomatic in the appraisal profession that if two
or more equally competent appraisers are given the same date,
they will finally end up with two or more answers, each of which
is equally reliable. However, in the appraisal on non-utility
property where there is a fund of data regarding sales, etc.,
it has been the general belief that the range of difference
between different competent appraisers should not be more than
10%. There have been experts in the appraisal field that have
stated that in their opinion competent appraisers could vary as
much as 15% in the appraisal of utility property due to the
intricacies of the problem.
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CHAPTER 4

Interstate Allocation
As we pointed out in Chapter 3, any challenge of an assessment of property of an interstate utility made by the state
assessor is in regard to a portion of the unit. The courts .will
look to the unit appraisal, but also will look to the methods
and procedures used by the assessor to allocate a portion of
that unit value to his state. The very act of allocating a
portion of the unit value to a state is in fact a violation of
the ~nit rule, because under unitary appraisal procedure the
value determination is limited to the unit.
Carrier Taxation comments on this problem as follows:
But even though the value of that
portion of an interstate railway
lying within a given state is
indeterminate, the railroad assessor
is directed by the laws of his state
to assess all property within the
state and is forbidden by the Federal
Constitution from assessing property
that is outside the state. Faced
with this practical problem, tax
officials have developed a technique
of allocation that produces, in most
cases, a measure of equity as well
~s some controversy and litigation.ls
istic.

In interpreting such statutes the courts have been realJustice Holmes, in Wallace vs Hines used these wordss
The only reason for allowing a state
to look beyond its borders when it
taxes the.property of foreign corporations is that it may get the true
·value of the things within it, when
they are a part of an organic system
of wide extent, that gives a value
above whjg they would otherwise
possess.
.

may

18.

19.

t

Here the court is looking at the value that a segment
possess because it is a part of the integrated whole.
House Document 160, 79th Congress, 1st Session, p.118.
253 U.S. 66, 69 (1920).
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The Colorado statutes20 very specifically sets out the
allocation procedure that shall be used by the Tax Commission
in allocating to Colorado a portion of the unit value of
railroads, telephone companies, and private car companies, and
indicates in a more general way what elements should be considered
in the allocation of interstate telegraph companies.

...

1

.

-

In the case of railroads the Tax Commission is directed
to .. allocate to Colorado that percentage of the total system unit
value that the total miles of railway track of each company in
Colorado bears to the total miles of railway track of the com~any. Although it is not clear as to what is meant by miles of
'track," it is our understanding that at the present time the
Tax Commission interprets it to mean miles of "all track
owned."
The statutes direct the Tax Commission to allocate to
Colorado that portion of the total unit value of telephone
companies represented by the relative miles of "telephone lines"
in the state. A mile of "telephone line" has been interpreted
to mean a mile of "pole line."
·
In respect to express companies, ~leeping car and palace
car companies and fast freight companies21 and private car
tompanies22 the Tax Commission is directed to find the total
value of the property of each company ind allocate to Colorado
that portion represented by the miles operated by the cars in
Colorado compared to the total-mileage of its cars anywhere. We
discuss the matter of appraisal of private cars in Chapter 2-14.

"

"

"

;

The only other type of utility that has an allocation
procedure mentioned in the statutes is telegraph companies. In
this case, however, the law is not specific, merely recommending
to the Tax Commission that it consider relative wire miles, gross
receipts or depreciated cost, or any combination of these factors
or any other recognized method or combination of methods which in
the judgment of the Tax Commission shall result in a just
apportionment to the state of its due proportion of the value
of the total telegraph plant.23
·
As to the allocation of the unit value of other types of
interstate utilities, the Colorado laws are silent.

.
...

20.
21.
22.
23.

137-4-1 and 137-4-12 t.R.s~ 1953.
137-4-1 C.R.S. 1953.
137-4-12 C.R.S. 1953.
137-4-1 C.R.S. 1953 •

. 'f
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Bec~use of ·their early classification as a type of property that should be centrally assessed, due to the fact that
t~ey were generally interstate in character, railroads have
much more history in regard to allocation methods and procedures
~han any of the other types of utilities. Several years ago
a· committee of the National Association of Tax Administrators
made a study of the problem and found that no two states used
the same methods of allocating a portion of the unit value of
a railroad to their state. The various allocation factors used
at that time. were found by the Committee to be:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

a.

9.
10.

;

Road mileage
Main track mileage
All track mileage
Investment
Traffic units (ton miles, passenger miles)
Train mileage
Equipment mileage
Tonnage originated and terminated
Gross revenues
Net railway operating income
I

Some of these allocation factors tneasure the use of the
property and some measure the pr"operty itself. A railroad
transportation system has two important functions. First, to
originate traffic and terminate it, and second, the haul between
the origination and terminating points. Most of the use factors
that are used in the allocation procedure· by the various states
measure the second, or line haul factor but do not give adequate
consideration to the first or termination function. Both
functions should be measured by the allocation factor.
The allocation f ormula developed by the above mentioned
committee of the National Association of Tax Administrators, and
now known as the N.A.T.A. formula, employes three basic alloca:tion factors: (1) ton miles and passenger miles (traffic units)
to measure the line haul function, (2) originating and terminating
tonnage to measure the terminal function, and (3) depreciated cost
to measure both functions. These three factors are weighted in
accordance with the operating characteristics of the given
carrier. Although the weightings will vary to some extent with
the various carriers, ordinarily they will range about as
follows -- 45 per cent for the property factor, 35 per cent for
the line haul factor and 20 per cent for the terminal factor.
In some states, known as "bridge states" the railroad
characteristics of a given carrier are predominatly line haul.
The fact that before the development of the N.A.T.A. formula
these states had been using allocation factors which failed to
recognize the terminal characteristics of the railroad caused
the bridge states to resist the use of the formula because its
use would give them a smaller percentage of total system value.
Other states that use the formula actually get a smaller percentage of the system value of the carriers whose characteristics
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in the·state are predominatly line haul. Conversely these states
get a greater percentage of the system value of.the carriers
whose terminal characteristics are important in the state. The
fact that there is no uniformity in the allocation procedure
results in an allocation _of more than 100% of the carrier value.
There does not appear to be any solution to the problem as long
as states adhere to self-interest and refuse to recognize realities.
1

..,
....

The following tabulation shows, for the three railroads
included in this study, the various allocation factors that are
considered in whole or in part by the states that do not use the
N.A.T.A. formula for allocation.

1

Atchison,
Topeka and Denver and
Santa Fe Rio Grande

.
-=

Road miles

4.73%

63.24%

6.55%

All track miles

4.47

62.99

6.499

Traffic units

2.12

52.43

2.37

Equipment mileage

2.16

56.00

2.43

Gross revenue

2.40

55.25

3.'18

I .. C.C. depreciated cost

3.17

69.23

4.00

Tonnage originated and terminated

2.56

28.30

6.03

N.A.T.A. formula

3.10 . Not Available

'<

"

"
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Union
Pacific

3.91

.,,

No two states use the same combination of factors in
deriving an allocation percentage. One prominent state that
is recognized as a leader in the railroad assessment technique,
prior to the N.A.T.A. formula, used a combination of six
factors. This formula applied to Colorado statistics above
·would be as follows:
Atchison,
Topeka and Denver and
Santa Fe Rio Grand~

Union
Ppcific

All track miles

4.47%

62.99%

6.499%

Depreciated cost

3.17

69.23

4.00

Traffic units

2.12

52.43

2.37

Equipment mileage

2.16

56.00

2.43

Gross revenue

2.40

55. 25 ·

3.18

Terminal tonnage
Average

Hk

28.30
54.03%

4

8
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Using the findings of system market value as computed by
the Tax Commission and consultant, the result of using the
va,rious allocation factors would be as follows:
Tax Commission

Consultant

System market value

$1,207,182,934

$950,000,000

Statutory factor
Statutory Amount

4.47%

4.47%

$

53,961,077

$ 42,465,000

"Six factor" factor
"Six factor" Amount

$

2.81%
33,921,840

,2.81%
$26,695,000

N.A.T.A. formulae factor
N.A.T.A. Amount

$

3.10%
37,422,671

3.10%
$ 29,450,000

Syste~ market value

$

210,057,347

$196,100,000

Statutory factor
Statutory Amount

$

62.99%
132,315,123

62.99%
$123,523,390

"Six factor" factor
"Six factor" Amount

$

54.03%
113,493,985

54.03%
$105,952,830

Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe Ry:

.

penver and Rio Grande Ry:

,✓

...

N.A.T.A. formula factor
N.A.T.A. Amount

Not Available
Not Available

Not Available
Not Available

Union Pacific Ry:

.

11

"

System market vaiue

$

965,911,063

$785,250,000

Statutory factor
Statutory Amount

$

6.499%
62,774,560

6.499%
$51,033,398

"Six factor" factor
"Six factor" Amount

$

4.08%
39,409,171

4.08%
$32,038,200

N.A.T.A. formula factor
N.A.T.A. Amount

$

3.91%
37,767,123

3.91%
$ 30,703,275
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In the allocation of system value of the other types of
utilities, the factors used are fewer in number. Factor• based
UP,On percentage of depreciated cost, net operating revenue,
sales, number of consumers etc. have been used. In the case of
strictly regulated utilities such as electric and gas distribution companies, and telephone companies, where the earnings
are limited to a given percentage on depreciated historical cost
we are of the opinion that the most important allocation fact6r
is .. pepreciated cost, which if combined with a factor representing
th~ proportion of net operating revenue in the state would gi~e
a satisfactory and fair allocation factor. There will be
exceptional cases when the assessor must use his judgment and
give consideration to other pertinent data.

-f

.~

...

.

The Colorado statutory requirement that the Tax Commission
shall allocate a portion of an interstate telephone company to
the state based on the miles of telephone line in the state, is
very unrealistic. At the time the law was enacted this factor
was probably considered a good measure of the relative amount
of property, but with the present plant of a telephone company,
with micro-wave transmission and other changes in methods of
communication this "pole line" mileage is meaningless.· As we
have stated above we believe that with the strict regulation
under which telephone companies operate depreciated cost is the
best single allocation measure. The. 1959 allocation fa~tor for
the Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company based upon
the statutory requirement was 30.29%. The percentage of
depreciated cost in Colorado was 28.9% and of net revenue was
30.2%. The average of the two factors would be 29.55% •. The
Tax Commission actually used 29.205% in 1959, as explained in
Chapter 2-3.

...

In Chapter 2-12 we have discussed the allocation of Air
Carriers unit value to Colorado.

.,. I

~

s
ff

~
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-
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1

We recommend that the Colorado statutes be amended to
eliminate therefrom any directive to the Tax Commission to use
specific methods in the.allocation of the unit value of interstate utilities. It would seem perfectly proper to suggest
elements that might be considered, but the Commission should not
be limited to such suggested methods. With the rapid changes in
methods of operation, type of plant etc •. of utilities, the Tax
Commission's hands should not be tied, but they should be able
to adjust and improve their allocation techniques to reflect
modern thinking by tax administrators.
We would advise the Tax Commission to consider the use of
the N.A.T.A. allocation formula for railroads, or at least some
modification of that formula to reflect the operating characteristics of the interstate railroads operating in Colorado. We
recommend that the Tax Commission consider various recognized
allocation methods ~or othe~ types of utilities, and that under
the present regulatory atmosphere major consideration being given
to depreciated cost.
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CHAPTER 5

Intrastate Allocation
Nearly all states that have central assessment of utilities
require the state assessor to allocate the total state value to
the local taxing districts for taxation. The amounts allocated
to the political subdivisions are termed "assessments," which is
directly contrary to the theory of unit valuation. We have said
that the value of a property such as a utility cannot be correctly
determined by adding up the "values" of the individual parts that
go to make up the whole. The reverse then is true, that you
cannot break down the total unit value to find "value" of the
parts. Each of the parts has a value because it is joined with
all the other parts into an operating entity.
However, the laws say the state assessor must perform
this task of intrastate allocation. And it is very important
that it not be done in too arbitrary a manner, even if the process
is illogical in theory. The intfastate allocation could very
well result in an arbitrary assignment of too high or too low a
part of the value to a taxing district with a high or low tax
rate, resulting in an unreasonably high ,or low tax payment by
the taxpayer, or an unreasonably high or low tax collection by
the taxing body.
-

' I<

;..

"
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"
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The assessor in his allocation process m~st keep in mind
two important principles -- consistency and convenience. The
method used must be convenient because of the large number of
allocations that have to be made each year, and the method must
be applied with consistency to retain the objectivity necessary
for such a process. The fundamental problem is to spread the
unit value to the individual items of property. Obviously the
spreading of the value will be to the taxing districts in which
the property is located. It can be argued that part of the
value of a railorad, for instance, comes from revenue derived
from the transportation.of products that are manufactured or
grown in a district that does not have any of the railroads
within its boundaries, and that therefore, a part of the
railroads unlt value should be allocated to that district. The
same argument could well be raised in regard to the store, for
example, that sold farm machinery to the farmer that raised the
product that was shipped. Under that theory part of the store's
value should be allocated to the district where the farm is
located. We are concerned here with a property tax and the tax
must b~ on the property wherever it is located •

-

"
,:'

"
"
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The Colorado statutes require the Tax Commission to
allocate a portion of Colorado unit value of each railr~ad to
the various taxing districts in the relation the miles of main
track in the district are to the total miles of main track in
the state (137-4-2, C.R.S. 1953). There is no doubt this
formula complies with the rule of·convenience, but does not
comply with the rule of reason. It assumes that all of the property of the railroad in the state is located in proportion to
the miles of main track. This is obviously a false assumption,
and the use of such a formula can and does lead to extremely
distorted allocations of value in the intrastate allocation.
The present method of apportioning the state unit value to the
situs of the railroad property allocates the ~ame amount of
money to a mile of narrow gauge road, with a relatively low
density of traffic, as it does to a mile of standard gauge road
with, in many cases, its multi-track, and large terminal·facilities
.with considerable yard and switching tracks •. The present
method of allocation does not in any way differentiate between
main line and branch line track with different density of
traffic characteristics. The allocation.formula must ·make
assumptions about value relationships, bµt it should not make
unnecessary assumptions about physical r;elationships.

.(

'

We believe the best method for the intrastate allocation
of the railroads value is by the use of reproduction cost new
less depreciation, with adjustments being made for density of
traffic. This further adjustment gives consideration to economic
obsolescence. This method of allocation, however, does not
meet the rule of convenience, as it would require that the Tax
Commission have a staff of engineers to make these reproduction
cost new less depreciation studies. We believe that the best
substitute available for the adjusted reproduction cost new
less depreciation factor is the use of all track mileage, with
the unit per mile weighted to give consideration to traffic
density. This allocation method would be based on data readily
available from the taxpayers records and would, to a large
degree, correct the pre$ent inequities.

--

The same Colorado statute (137-4-2, C.R.S. 1953) directs
the Tax Commission to allocate the Colorado unit value of
telegraph companies and telephone companies to the various ta~ing
districts in the relation that the miles of wire operated by
the company in the district bears to the total miles of wire
operated by the company in the state. This formula, like the
"miles of track" formula is simple, but here again the
assumption that all the other·property of the communication
industry is located in proportion to the miles of wire is erroneous. Such a formula might have been reasonably correct a
half a century ago, but with the advances in the art which
have been made in recent years, and are still in the process of
being developed, this formula is a poor measure of the physical
property lo~ation.

-~
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In our twenty-five years of experience in this field, we
are convinced that the best method of allocating the unit values
of telegraph and telephone properties to taxing districts is the
use of reproduction cost less depreciation. This method has the
objection that it does not meet the requirement of convenience,
because, as for the railroads, it requires that the assessing
agency have a fairly large staff of engineers capable of making
such a detailed reproduction cost new less depreciation estimate
for each item of property.

-

The next best intrastate allocation factor, in our opinion,
is historical cost less depreciation. This factor is fairly
convenient, the information necessary being readily available
from the records of the taxpayer. In addition the method has the
further advantage that it is one of the important factors in the
fixing of unit value for those taxpayers whose rates are fixed
by a regulatory body using historical cost less depreciation as
a rate base.
If the Tax Commission were to allocate the value on the
basis of historical cost less depreciation the various taxpayers
would be required to make the following reports to the Commission:
1.

A report showing the depreciated historical
cost of all its fixed property in each taxing
district.

2.

A report showing the depreciated historical
cost of what are termed "mass properties"
for each taxing district. This class of
property is such property as poles, conductors,
etc. The historical cost less depreciation
of mass properties is derived on an average
basis for each unit, and the amount reported
in each taxing district is the product of
the number of units and the average depreciated cost.

The total historical cost less depreciation as reported to
the Commission in this manner ordinarily should be the same as
the historical cost less depreciation.on the company's balance
sheet. Any differences should be fully explained.
"

•

The preparation of such a report by the taxpayer for the
first time would entail a considerable amount of clerical work,
but revising the report for subsequent years would be a fairly
simple procedure •

•

.
.
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The Colorado statutes are silent as to the method of
intrastate allocation to be used in regard to other types of
property. The Tax Commission is now allocating this property
on the basis of historical cost. For the same reasons that
have been outlined above, in the discussion of allocation of
telephone and telegraph property, we believe that the alloca•
tion should be based upon the historical cost less depreciaticin
of the property.

'
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